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Abstract 

Gannholm, S., 2020. The mysterious grinding grooves at the Department of Archaeology and 
Ancient History.  
Gannholm, S., 2020. De mystiska slipskårorna vid institutionen för arkeologi och antik 
historia. 
 
On the Island of Gotland, there is a phenomenon called grinding grooves, Sw. slipskåror. 
They occur in bedrock and boulders. About 3600 are known on the island today and having a 
length of less than half a meter to over one meter. Their purpose was unknown to the 
scientific community as well as their age. 
The directions of some 1250 Gotlandic grinding grooves, measured by the author shows there 
is a correlation to astronomical orientations. 
An archaeological excavation carried out by the author at a stone with grinding grooves gave 
some crucial results. 
The grinding groove phenomenon occurs in some other places in the world as well. 
In South-West of Sweden, there are quite many in a few places. They are, however shorter 
and have another appearance because they are more curvature than the Gotlandic ones. Their 
purpose and age are unknown as well. 
In France, there are many places with grinding grooves, Fr. polissoirs. Their appearance is 
more similar to the Gotlandic ones than those in the Swedish mainland. They are supposed to 
be Neolithic. 
 In Africa and Australia, there are places with different kinds of carvings in stones. Some 
resemble those mentioned above, more or less. The difference between grinding grooves and 
other phenomena is floating.  They are sometimes associated with the circular indentations 
called cup marks. There are different explanations, and some are supposed to be marks from 
creating stone tools, while the cult is the explanation to others. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. The grinding groove phenomenon 
On the island of Gotland, there are more than 3600 grinding grooves remaining today. In 
almost every parish one can find them. In a few places in southern Sweden, there are also 
grinding grooves, although they look a bit different compared to Gotlandic ones. 
Characteristics of grinding grooves are the long, narrow marks in stones deepest in the middle 
and vanishing at the ends. The longitudinal section resembles a part of a circle. It seems like a 
wheel, or a pendulum was involved in the creation process. The grinding grooves in Southern 
Sweden are shorter and have more significant depth, more curvature, than the Gotlandic ones. 
A spinning cutting wheel with a diameter of half a meter to one meter could be an explanation 
for their creation. The author's interpretation for the Gotlandic ones involves grinding tool 
attached to a pendulum with a length of two meters or more. An experiment performed by the 
author (Gannholm 1993:36f; Gannholm 2017:45). See section 3.5 below. 
A profile of an authentic grinding groove drawn by using a template, Fig. 1. Notice the 
convex ends.  

Their age and their use have been unknown. 
Gotland is unique in having so many of them. The knowledge about the process to make them 
must have come from some similar technique, e.g. making tools of stone. 
The exact technique may vary between Gotland and other areas. That will lead to questions 
about the Gotlandic society at that time. The tradition was unique and shared by all 
inhabitants because the grooves have the same appearance all over Gotland. Grooves on the 
same stone or rock slab surface in the ground often go in different directions. Some are even 
crossing others. Orientation seems to be a characteristic of the grinding grooves according to 
the measurement of 1253 directions, which shows an astronomical connection.  
A diagram of the orientations shows concentrations in some important astronomical 
directions, see Fig. 18 in section 5.1. There is a strong correlation with the east-west axis, and 
also to some other alignments significant to celestial bodies, especially the Moon. 
About half of the measured grooves were in the limestone bedrock, and the other half of the 
measured grooves were in situ in stones, mostly hard material like granite.   
Both groups, although they are entirely different, have the same distribution of directions with 
concentrations in critical astronomical directions (Gannholm 1993:12f; Gannholm 2017:37). 
An interdisciplinary interpretation finds it to be in agreement with observations of the full 
Moon. At special occasions, the inhabitants presumably did watch either the rising or setting 
of the Moon. Göran Henriksson, an astronomer at Uppsala Observatory, has calculated the 
time for setting and rising of the Full Moon on special occasions thousands of years back in 

 
Fig. 1. The figure shows a drawn profile of a grinding groove, Burs 28:1(1). The length is 92 cm (Gannholm 1993:6). 
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time. Henriksson was able to date a series of grinding grooves by combining them with a 
series of those Full Moon occasions.  The dating suggested by Henriksson ranges from about 
3300 to 2000 BCE (Henriksson 1983; Henriksson 2000:75).  
Because the inhabitants presumably did watch the rising and setting of the Moon at special 
days with specific importance, there we have a phenomenology approach. People watched the 
phenomenons in nature as part of their cult and religious belief. 
Because someone had to keep track of those occasions, there would have to be some 
particular persons for that. Also, that would have a consequence for the organisation of 
society. The organisation of labour for grinding the grooves was necessary. Maybe there was 
a competition between different parts of Gotland. 

1.2. Other places with grinding grooves 
There are grinding grooves in a few different areas in southern Sweden, a few in one place in 
Finland and some in river valleys in France and Luxembourg. The Finnish and the French 
look similar to the Gotlandic ones while those in southern Scandinavia look more different 
compared to the others mentioned. As far as the author has inspected all have a circular 
longitudinal section (profile), but the southern Scandinavian ones have a more substantial 
curvature. The latter appears to have been ground by a rotating wheel with a diameter of 0.5–
1 m. People used different techniques. In the Kullabygden area in Swedish province Skåne 

there are some sandstone rocks with several hundred grindings of this type. In addition to 
these cliffs, there was an unfinished flint axe found half a meter underground. Nearby were 
found fragments of other stone tools (Lidén 1937:159).  
The French (Fr. Polissoir) are considered Neolithic (Gobillot 1910:413; Hamon 2013:101ff). 
A Neolithic cist in France has grinding grooves in the ceiling, Fig. 2. The Neolithic cist, 
Dolmen de la Pierre Plate, at the village Presles about 45 km North of Paris, already had 
grooves on the rock slab when applied upside down as the roof. In Scandinavia, that kind of 
cist dates to the Late Neolithic. In France, however, they date some earlier period, 3250 - 
2850 BCE) (Carlsson, 2001:14). 
One crucial question to ask is if there is any connection between the Gotlandic and those 
elsewhere? Dating is essential if there is any influence from one place to the other. The 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Grinding grooves in the ceiling  of the 
Neolithic cist, Dolmen de la Pierre Plate, at the 
village Presles about 45 km North of Paris. Those 
grooves will prove that grooves are older than the 
cist. 

 
Fig. 3. The grooves on this rock in France look like 
Gotlandic grooves. 
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grooves in France and Gotland have a similar appearance, see Fig. 3. The southern 
Scandinavian grooves look different.  Possibly they are a different phenomenon compared to 
the Gotlandic, French or the Finnish. There are reports of similar phenomena also elsewhere 
in the world. Henrik Munthe has information about grinding grooves in Fiji and in Australia, 
where they are said to occur in the manufacture of stone axes (Munthe 1933:145). There 
seems to be some cult in other areas too, maybe different in different areas. In France, an 
author has discussed the possibility of astronomical alignments (Boismoreau 1917:495ff). The 
technique of making those in southern Scandinavia is different though. That will make 
Gotland culturally unique and maybe somewhat isolated during the 'grinding groove period'. 
Although a connection between France and Gotland is possible. There are also boulders with 
a polished surface, but no grooves on them, Sw. slipytestenar, polished surface stones. They 
occur in the same area as typical grinding grooves. Also, many of the latter have polished 
surfaces as well. Moreover, some grindings are much broader and shorter than common ones, 
depressions or bowls, Sw. slipsvackor. They occur on Gotland too, but they seem to be more 
common in France. 
In France, the author measured 250 grooves and similar marks. Of them, 193 have similarities 
with Gotlandic grinding grooves while 57 looks like bowls (shorter and broader than 
grooves). Seventeen of the grinding grooves look peculiar. There are similar marks as the 
Gotlandic grinding grooves in other continents. It is unlikely that there is influence between 
very remote areas. The same or similar technique has developed in different parts of the world 
because there was a need for it. For example, agriculture developed independently in maybe 
five different parts of the world. In the archaeology, different cultures in the prehistory divide 
people according to their technique in making stone tools or pottery. 
There can be different needs for grinding things. Stone tools are polished using different 
techniques. The seed is another thing to grind. The archaeologists have to interpret the traces 
from all different kind of grinding. Is it for making stone tools or making flour from seed? 
Alternatively, it is something else? Millstones use to be broad troughs which will hardly not 
be confused with other kinds of grooves. However, there are many intermediate forms. On the 
same site can be long and narrow grooves, short and wide grooves and there can be cup-marks 
too.  In Africa, Australia as well as in France, Archaeologists have discussed the possibility 
that there is a religious cult involved. On Gotland with the grooves oriented in particular 
directions, the interpretation of cult involved is not far reached. Other places like Skåne, 
where there are grooves on a vertical hillside, seems to be some cult, see Fig. 7 in section 3.3. 
In France, there are grooves at places difficult to reach and on vertical hillsides. 
There are attempts from archaeologists in Africa and Australia to interpret the technique 
looking at the microscopical level on what they call striations from the grinding process 
(Derricourt 1986:27). What was the kind of tools used in the process? 
The author performed an experiment making a grinding groove with the help of a pendulum, 
see section 3.5 below. The result was a groove that looked like ordinary grooves. Especially 
the convex ends are essential, see Fig. 1 in section 1.1. 
There is one odd grinding groove stone on Gotland. The grooves resemble the grooves in 
Southern Sweden, although some grooves consist of more than one in a row, see Fig. 42 in 
appendix 3. The mean length is 28 cm but varies between 10 cm and 59 cm, and the width 
varies between 3.5 cm an 8 cm and the depth varies between 1.5 cm and 12 cm.   
Marks on buildings (mostly churches) that look like grooves are most certainly the result of 
people's superstitious beliefs because it is in Christian context and not part of that religion. 
Maybe it is the stone powder that people wants because they think it is holy. 
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2. Research aim and Research questions  

2.1. Research aim 
This work aims to present new results from archaeological excavation and measurements. 
Comparing studies of the grinding groove sizes between Gotland, Southern Sweden, and 
France has been carried out by the author. 
The author has also studied the literature about grinding grooves and other marks in stones in 
other parts of the world. 

2.2. Research questions 
The cause of the Gotlandic grinding groove phenomenon has been unknown to the scientific 
community. The age has been unknown as well as the purpose — suggestions of the age run 
from Medieval to Neolithic. Archaeological excavation can hopefully answer some of the 
questions. Age is essential for knowing what people and culture made them. A careful study 
of the grooves themselves maybe will give some idea of the technique involved. 
The specific research questions are: 
Can excavation answer the age of the grinding grooves? 
Can a careful study of the grinding grooves reveal the method that created them? 

2.3. Source material 
The source material consists of information from the National Antiquities Office's 
(abbreviated raä) antiquities inventory (FMIS), as well as published literature and the author's 
investigations. The author has performed excavation, measured sizes and directions of 
grooves and used a computer program for spatial analyses and also a computer in other ways. 
A spatial analysis of the grinding grooves made with the use of computer programs that treat 
GIS (Geographical Information System), studied the height of the sea/lakes/marshes and the 
grinding grooves connection with ancient shorelines of lakes. The author also studied the 
height of the grinding grooves above the Baltic Sea and suggested that future archaeological 
excavations of grinding groove stones at a low level could get a better understanding of shore 
displacements (Gannholm 2017 22:f). 

2.4. Theory 
The author will put a post-processual theory approach regarding the interpretation of the 
Gotlandic grinding grooves. However, before making an explanation, research with natural 
science methods must be done to obtain a factual basis. To be able to make the first effort to 
interpret the grinding grooves phenomenon, archeoastronomy has come to use. This 
interdisciplinary method is possibly a relatively unfamiliar area for many archaeologists. The 
organisation SEAC (Société Européenne pour l, Astronomy Dance La Culture), which unites 
the two sciences, holds annual conferences. 
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An explanation model for the grinding grooves will be from an 'agency' perspective. Here, the 
landscape also comes as a place for mental constructions. 
Kristian Kristiansen writes that one of the main reasons for the criticism of processual 
archaeology from post-processual school is its dependence on natural science methods, which 
resulted in quantification and modelling of data. It was called 'dehumanisation' of the past. 
Kristiansen believes that achievements in new analytical methods and the development of 'Big 
Data' have caused us to see the collapse of the dominant post-processual framework 
(Kristiansen 2014:12ff). 
Elizabeth S. Chilton argues that, as post-processual archaeology primarily criticises the 
processual archaeology for not, the use of natural science methods, but the generalisation of 
history and man's behaviour (Chilton 2014:36).  
R. Preucel writes 'the term refers not to a unified program but, rather, to a collection of widely 
divergent and often contradictory research interests' Preucel (1995:147). 
Chilton does not want to characterise post-processual as a paradigm unto itself but argues 
there have nevertheless been several changes in archaeological theory and practice that grew 
out of the post-processual critique and that were spawned by postmodernism more broadly.  
These perspectives and critiques have had several lasting and significant effects on 
archaeology as a whole. There is a greater acknowledgement of the archaeologist's subjective 
position and greater emphasis on the role of human agency in interpretations of the past.  
The post-processual critique and debate had a profound effect on the field of archaeology – 
even for those who would never call themselves post-processualists (Chilton 2014:36). There 
must be room for interpretation because there were initiatives and creativity of separate 
individuals in the past. That means different societies have their actors and need not develop 
like other similar societies. However, the basis for an interpretation must be data or facts. It is 
about measuring a sufficiently large number of a certain quantity, as well as statistical 
processing of data.  
In the case of grinding grooves, there are many quantities to be measured. Since the discovery 
in what point on the horizon the grinding grooves are pointing is essential, the measurement 
of orientation has emerged as the most important when it comes to the Gotlandic grinding 
grooves. Also, their location in the landscape would be essential. 
There is a need to highlight several different issues about the grinding grooves. - How do the 
grinding grooves hang up with other activities? The term 'entanglement' means that an activity 
is dependent on the fact that there are already certain conditions in place,' things and things' 
(TT) (Hodder 2016:2). These conditions depend on dating. Creativity arises in conjunction 
with the material. 
Hodder comments on Ingold's book about 'making', Ingold (2013) explores processes in 
which maker and material work with each other, rather than the maker studying or imposing 
on the material. For Ingold (2010: 44-5), making is 'not the imposition of preconceived form 
on raw material substance, but the drawing out or bringing forth of potentials immanent in a 
world of becoming'. Similarly, archaeologists such as Malafouris (2013) have successfully 
demonstrated ways in which humans and things co-produce each other. As a human makes a 
pot, he or she responds to the material affordances of the clay in the improvised moment of 
production (Hodder 2016:78).  
The technique behind the grooves is very close to the method of making stone tools, fully 
developed under Neolithic. Societies are unique, and generalisation of history and man's 
behaviour is a dead end.  Instead, the creativity of a single individual can influence society, 
for example, the idea to create grinding grooves and align them in   particular directions. 
However, only when the technique is available (Hodder’s 'entanglement'). 
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3. Previous research 

3.1. History 
Geologist Henrik Munthe writes that the first person to mention the grinding grooves was 
probably Hans Nilsson Strelow in his Guthilandiske Cronica, published in 1632 in 
Copenhagen. He writes about a kind of stones, which are like a pleated pillow on top. It can 
hardly be anything else but grinding grooves. He had no idea of the creation process but 
surmised that it was the natural formation of God's beautiful creation (Munthe 1933:142). 
Munthe also mentioned P.A. Säve, who in the mid-nineteenth century, wrote about Gotland's 
history. He was probably the first who studied in more detail stones with grooves, by him 
referred to as sharpening stones. Notes and drawings on them in his posthumous 'Gotland 
Collections' department 'Legends', are stored at Uppsala University Library. (They are not in 
print) (Munthe 1933:142).  
Munthe quotes in his work:  

“Om Gotlands s.k. Svärdslipningsstenar. (About Gotland's so-called Swords Sharpening 
Stones.)’ YMER 1933, from Säve's notes the following from Swedish translated text: ‘In 
the woods and fields, one finds at times large rocks, mostly of granite and also of 
limestones with two, three-inch-deep grooves or furrows, which go beside each other 
across over the stone somewhat smooth surface, these grooves can sometimes be five, six, 
eight, nine, and are usually two or three inches wide. - People are saying that our 
ancestors did grind swords on them - or else that the dragon of them scrubbed his estate. - 
Probably these stones have been used in grinding stone weapons and flint implements by 
our ancestors, which they call Thor's-wedges (Sw. Tors-Kilar), and there are numerous on 
Gotland, although not of local rock or limestone. - They often lie near the waterfront, in 
brooks. - Entire limestone outcrops exist, cut horizontally and at the side of each other 
with channels or grooves. Grinding grooves always learn although the grooves are in 
different places, go in the same compass” (Munthe 1933:142). 

Munthe also writes that A.W. Lundberg (1873) seems to be the first (after Strelow) to draw 
attention to the grinding grooves on Gotland in a published paper. Lundberg writes it 
translated from Swedish:  

‘In a pasture, a few steps away from the seashore at Ronehamn on Gotland's southeast 
coast lie scattered a host of pretty large boulders of gneiss and granite, of which at least 
thirteen on the upturned side bear ground grooves, which in general are not parallel, but 
going in different directions. Some of the stones are large, others small, some have 
several grooves, others only one or two, some grooves are deep and long, others short and 
shallow. Apparently, men in very remote antiquity made all the grooves by the hand, and 
not as some claim, a product of stones frozen in the ice. Ice in progress would have 
formed grooves, and in that latter case, the tracks have become almost parallel, and also 
along their entire length the same depth and width, which now is not the case.’ - ‘All are 
deeper and wider in the middle than at the ends and have a half-round or semi-circle 
shaped cross-section and could not have been any other way than by grinding back and 
forth with smaller stone tools’-’on the side of the same (stone) standing workers, could 
comfortably take the tools in the direction the grooves meant.’ (Munthe 1933:143). 

Nils Lithberg (1914) published a list of the then known grinding groove stones and grooves in 
the bedrock. Lithberg found that, based on their distribution, they cannot belong to the lower 
part of the Stone age, the Mesolithic, but first the latter part of the Stone Age, the Neolithic. 
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He had measured length, width and depth for a number and noticed that they are deepest in 
the middle and shallower at both ends. Lithberg also discussed what was ground and supposed 
that it is either Sw. 'trindyxa' or simple shaft hole axes (Sw. enkel skafthåsyxa), and thought 
that the latter type fit better in the grinding grooves (Lithberg 1914:95ff). 

Rutger Sernander investigated plant 
residues, pollen and so forth 1918 in the 
lake Fardume träsk to document the lake's 
development history. Sernander saw some 
grinding groove stones in the water a bit 
from the beach. However, the water level 
of the lake was higher a few decades 
earlier before a ditching took place. 
Therefore the grinding grooves must have 
been added during a period of dry climate 
when the water level was mostly low in the 
lakes and marshes. 
 Sernander gives a more extended quote 
below to give an in-depth picture of his 
reasoning. Sernander writes in translation 
from Swedish:  
 

'Below Fardume farm in Rute parish in the slope of a meadow, I had seen a grinding 
stone in 1908 next to a ‘källsåg’. During the visit in 1918, on the Northern shore of 
Fardume träsk, I found a whole collection of grinding groove stones, which proved to 
have the following place in the history of the lake. In sum, five stones counted with 
grinding grooves (and two glossy stones, with no grooves). No. 1–4 lay in situ as 
superficial stones in the moraine, which formed the long-stretching beach, also includes 
No. 5 in the embankment that arose through the moving ice at the water level after the 
lowering.  No. 1 was isolated, No. 2–4 (along with the glossy stones) formed 30 meters 
from there a group, to which No. 5 in the ice-moved embankment above joined, see Fig. 
4. The result of the now completed survey is likely to be an open day. The grindstones 
used at a time when the water level was considerably lower than now and this time must 
be subboreal, more specifically Late Neolithic or Bronze age.' (Sernander 1919:185ff). 

Harald Hansson has in his thesis a list of finds and ancient remains. Hansson writes it 
translated from Swedish:  

'On a field with five ship settings North of Digerrör in the parish of Garde is a stone with 
four grinding grooves. This stone, now collapsed, must, according to a note from Nordin, 
have been the stern stone of a ship setting ' (Hansson 1927:118). 

Henrik Munthe published a new shore displacement profile in 1933 by working on Granlund's 
1928 published curve from the Stockholm area. According to the new shore displacement 
curve for Gotland, the lowest-lying stones could not have been put into use until at 600 CE 
(Munthe 1933:167). Munthe thought (see section 3.2.) that he had received confirmation of 
his updating of the grinding grooves to the iron age by the finding of grinding grooves on the 
image side of some picture stones dated to 600–800 CE (Munthe 1933:165ff). 
John Nihlén (1933) writes translated from Swedish: 

‘The fact that the grinding stones have their roots in the Stone Age is inevitable as well as 
that they originally and well sometimes also had a purely practical function. Eventually, 
however, they have - and probably most of the Gotlandians - got a completely different 
use: included as instruments in the pagan cult. [---] The big stones have been sacred ‘ 
(Nihlén et al. 1933:203). 

 
Fig. 4. Grinding stone still in the water in the lake 
Fardume träsk, Gotland. (Rute 7:1). 
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Nihlén provides a compilation of some grinding groove premises elsewhere. In Skåne there 
are some premises with a relatively large number of grinding grooves. In the parish of Vånga, 
there are some granite stones with grinding grooves which Nihlén considers to be of Gotland 
type. 
At the Stone Age settlements at Jonstorp also abrasive stones appear which Nihlén considers 
being of particular interest because they are probably attributable to the Stone Age. However, 
they are not of Gotlandic type, adds Nihlén (Nihlén et al. 1933:205). 
In Southern Halland, there are several grinding grooves. In Östra Karup at a source, there are 
two stones. One has a grinding groove of half a meter length and 9 cm depth, the other a 
grinding groove which is 40 cm long, 17 cm wide and 2 cm deep. 
In the Baltics and France, they counted as Stone Age (Nihlén et al. 1933:205ff). 
Torsten Mårtensson (1936) tried to find a practical explanation for the grinding grooves (he 
called them 'Sw. sliprännor') in several of the rocky hills of the sandstone belonging to the 
Rhät-lias formation in Kullabygden in Northwestern Skåne. 
Mårtensson talked to a person from the neighbourhood who told him that these were used in 
recent times to grind the whetstones, i.e. sharpening stones for scythes. The stone in question 
is slightly soft and quickly gives a deep slip track if rubbing a hard object back and forth on it. 
Then it may not have been a subject of manufacturing stone tools, Mårtensson reasoned. 
However, whetstones need to be levelled from time to time after the sharpening of the scythe, 
and then they can give rise to the grinding cuts of this type as experiments also shown 
(Mårtensson 1936:139ff). 
Oskar Lidén (1937) had, for a long time, studied the grooves in the area of Kullabygden and 
dismissed Mårtensson's theory of their nature and timing. An ‘earth cover’ had covered the 
slabs with the grinding grooves which Lidén estimated had taken a few thousand years to 
form. Lidén writes in translation from Swedish: ‘Mårtensson relies on the well-being of some 
pits as evidence of their recent occurrence, but overlooked that it is precisely the most deeply 
superimposed and most recently exposed pits best preserved - that is, the parties that were 
inaccessible to the recent actions that would have induced them’. 
Beside these stone slabs, at a depth of half a meter, one had unearthed an unfinished flint axe. 
In the vicinity, a fragment of a step axe, flint chips, disk axe, core axe, a flint knife, conical 
cores, ski scratches and elongated, high-backed chip scrapers. 
Lidén writes that there are grindstones of two different types, different for materials and 
supposed use, on the PWC settlements with many prehistoric finds. One type consists of 
larger stones of hard stone: granite, quartzite or tight sandstone. The abrasive surface is rather 
flat, yet weak and uniform from the edge and inward, than the protracted and pitted. The 
second type of abrasive stone consists of small stones of a loose, sharp grain and dark 
sandstone. 
They occur in large quantities and have had a versatile use. 
Lidén writes translated: 

 ‘We lack a good knowledge of flint grinding technology. However, the grinding that the 
ground flint makes does not appear produced in any other way than when sanding with 
crystals of higher hardness than the flint added to the grinding. It is also possible to use 
stone flour for mixing in earthenware. 

However, there will be a remnant of pits that are facing all possible explanations here - 
those placed in such inaccessible and uncomfortable situations, that they cannot be 
assumed to have served any practical purpose. Here, the guesswork is eagerly arguing 
that it has been a matter of ritual acts, linked to some stone cult’ (Lidén 1937:159ff). 

Arthur Nordén (1942) has found grinding grooves in Kvillinge in Östergötland. Nordeén 
writes (in translation) ‘On a small upright rock, which was almost entirely obscured by bowl 
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pits - I counted about 540 pieces, many beautiful and deep, many of them lined up as beads - 
and in the North-west end of the rock-cliff, about ten grinding grooves of long-narrow oval 
found, in the ends sharp-pointed shape and with deeply cut, V-like profile.’ 
Nordén also describes a place in Eneby in Östergötland: ‘At the beginning of my 
investigation, the rock partly covered by a so-called bonfire, derived from the ritual fires with 
apparatus for roasting whole animal bodies, apparently arranged on the rock for very long 
times. 
The pile had a diameter of 9–11 m and a height of 1.16 m and contained brittle fired stones, 
soot and coal; in its interior. He writes he found, quite high up in a pile, a button of bronze 
from the 5th period of the Bronze Age, a find that suggested, that the rock carving must have 
been added long before this period because the pile was situated on top of the carving, at least 
that part of the same that hosts the grooves. 
In each of these cases, the grooves had such a unique shape that they did not offer many 
contact points with the other contents of the form world of our rock carvings. However, if the 
main weight does not depend on the shape itself, with its lance-like extension, but instead 
allows the circumstance to be decisive, that here a grinding, without discernible practical 
meaning, has been made on a grinding rock surface, which otherwise received magic signs 
such as bowl pits and the like, the phenomenon is in a context of extraordinary interest. 
Indeed, from the rock carvings, with their specific task of serving magical purposes, a 
connecting link opens to the whole group of mysterious ancient monuments, which held 
within the full boundary of the so-called sword polishing stones, and for example, the 
conglomeration of grinding grooves in Skåne’ (Nordén 1942:81ff). 

In Fig. 5 are grooves in the outcrop of the limestone formation at the village Viken in Skåne, 
where there are several hundred in a small area. In the valley of the stream Råån in Skåne, are 
several hundred grinding grooves on a vertical hillside, see Fig. 6. 

 

3.2. Location   
On Gotland, there are about 3600–3700 known grinding grooves (task from the inventory of 
ancient artefacts and monuments, FMIS, and local communicators), of which about 900 are in 
bedrock, and the rest of them in nearly 900 individual stones (including fragmented stones) 

 
Fig. 5. Grooves on a rock hob in the village 
Viken in Skåne. (Viken 3:1). 

 
Fig. 6. Grooves on a vertical hillside in the 
valley of the stream Råån in Kvistofta parish, 
Skåne. (Kvistofta 4:2). 
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hold the rest of them. Possibly some of the 80 registered grinding groove stones at the 
inventory in 1938–39 reported as missing at the inventory 1977–78 may have been registered 
elsewhere during the later inventory. 
Grooves in the bedrock, grinding groove slabs, are ground in limestone as the bedrock 
consists of this material. Grooves in stones, grinding groove stones, can according to FMIS 
consist of granite (red, white, black, grey), gneiss, diorite, quartz, limestone, sandstone, red 
sandstone, quartzite sandstone or red porous rock Table 1 shows the distribution of grooves 
on stones in different materials. 

 

Many grinding groove stones may also have polished surfaces, 
smooth surfaces, which can be more or less concave, just depressions. 
In areas with grinding groove stones, there may also be stones 
without grinding grooves, but with a polished surface, polished 
surface stones, Sw. slipytestenar. There are also places with grinding 
surface stones but not any known grinding groove stone in the 
vicinity. In areas with grinding slabs, grooves in the bedrock or rock 
surface, grinding surface stones seem to be almost entirely missing. 
Table 2 shows the number of polished stones, Sw. slipytestenar, 
stones with a polished surface but with no grooves. Table 2 lists the 
number of polished stones in each parish. The parishes listed from 
North to south. There are 92 parishes on Gotland, but only 26 have 
known polished stones. There are many more of those stones in the 
southern parts of Gotland than in the North. The six first listed 
parishes are in the North part of Gotland, and the rest are in the south 
part. 
LIDAR, Light Detection And Ranging, is a method to measure the 
height above sea level for every point on the ground. Airborne 
instruments send a laser beam to the ground, which reflects and the time for a light pulse to 
travel forth and back determine the distance to the ground. The known position of the plane 
gives the height above sea level for the ground. The data reflects the height above sea level 
for a square 2x2 m. The accuracy is within one dm. 

 
Table 1. Distribution of different kinds of grinding groove stones, task 
mainly from FMIS (Gannholm 2017:13). 

Stone materials 
Number of 

(stones/slabs) 
Number of 

(grinding grooves) 
Granite 517 1547 

Red granite 106 312 
Limestone 109 524 

Sandstone (incl. red sandstone) 51 185 
Fragmentary, limestone, granite 44 161 
Diabase, gneiss, quartz, another 21 55 

Stone type not specified 42 94 
Lost grinding grooves 82* >210* 

Grinding groves in the bedrock 51 813 
Sum 1023 3901 

*Possibly registered elsewhere at a later date. NOTE! Here are missing 
stones with grinding grooves included. 

Table 2. The number of 
polished stones per parish. 
From FMIS (Gannholm 
1993:75). 

 Parish 
Number 
of 

1 Hangvar 3 
2 Lärbro 1 
3 Hejnum 2 
4 Källunge 2 
5 Hörsne/Bara 1 
6 Gothem 4 
7 Guldrupe 1 
8 Garde 3 
9 Fröjel 5 
10 Eksta 90 
11 Lye 1 
12 Lau 40 
13 När 18 
14 Burs 223 
15 Rone 256 
16 Eke 104 
17 Sproge 18 
18 Silte 7 
19 Hablingbo 10 
20 Havdhem 11 
21 Grötlingbo 112 
22 Näs 117 
23 Öja 36 
24 Hamra 13 
25 Vamlingbo 73 
26 Sundre 137 

 Sum 1288 
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 Table 3 shows the number of stones or slabs with grooves, and the number of grooves, listed 
in each elevation interval. A one-meter difference in height up to 15 m above sea level. Then 
there are five meters for each level and just one group for all above 20 m. The categories for 
stones are: in situ, displaced but still close by in the area, the original site and sites for 
disappeared stones. Only stones with a known original location are concerned. 

 
Displaced stones mean grinding groove stones probably not moved very far and laid in, for 
example, a stone wall at a field. Disappeared stones were missing at the inventory in 1977-78 
compared to the inventory in 1938. The original site stands for cases where known positions 
are available for stones that later moved to another location.  
For many grinding groove stones found in, e.g. private gardens and museums there is no 
known place of origin. 
The sea level did likely change a lot during the grinding groove period, although it is not 
known when it started or when it ended. The highest level above the Baltic Sea, which the 
shore reached during that period is not known. The lowest level of the Baltic during the period 
is likely coinciding with the grooves of lowest elevation. Supposing, the manufacturing of 
grooves took place close to the seashore. Above a certain level, the grinding groove stones are 

Table 3. The number of grinding grooves and sites respectively within each height range (Gannholm 
2017:21). 

Elevation In the 
bedrock 

In situ Displaced 
stones* 

Original 
site 

Disappeared 
stones 

Sum 

<1 m – 7/2 19/4 11/2 – 37/8 

1–2 m – 69/29 23/6 4/2 2/1 98/38 

2–3 m – 452/147 82/27 14/3 5/2 553/179 

3–4 m 13/2 79/38 34/11 2/1 3/2 131/54 

4–5 m – 2/1 70/14 6/2 – 78/17 

5–6 m 13/2 5/2 3/1 – 1/1 22/6 

6–7 m – 9/3 7/2 – – 16/5 

7–8 m 13/1 12/2 – – 2/1 27/4 

8–9 m – 5/2 3/2 18/2 8/1 34/7 

9–10 m – 13/6 20/3 4/1 – 37/10 

10–11 m – 12/3 10/1 – 4/2 26/6 

11–12 m – 15/4 – – – 15/4 

12–13 m 9/3 14/8 16/6 6/2 4/1 49/20 

13–14 m 14/1 19/4 3/2 – 7/3 43/10 

14–15 m – 17/7 34/8 5/2 1/1 57/18 

15-20 m 93/14 88/31 18/6 18/4 10/7 227/62 

>20 m 622/72 421/153 159/55 55/13 99/34 1356/319 

Sum 777/95 1239/442 501/140 143/34 146/56 2806/767 

*Displaced but still close by in the area 
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unaffected by the waves from the Baltic Sea.  
The reason for the shore displacement is the uplift of the land after the end of the Ice Age. 
The sea level has also changed, mostly increasing by melt-water from the melting ice. 
During some periods, the water rose faster than the uplift of the land; as a result, the shores 
moved upwards.  However, there are signs that the sea level itself has fluctuated during some 
periods in the past. 
The uplift of Gotland is uneven, more significant in the north than in the south which 
complicates the model. 
The crucial stones are those having the lowest elevation above sea level. Likely the model of 
an even downward shore displacement is not correct. 
Many grinding grooves, mostly stones, are close to ancient lakes or marshes or small rivers or 
streams. The waves from the Baltic Sea are supposed to have had a more significant impact 
on the stones by overturning them than lakes would have had. However, rivers and streams 
can affect stones by undermining them. 

3.3.   Azimuth measurements of grinding grooves  
The author's interest in examining grinding grooves started when the author noticed that some 
did go in a different direction compared to the rest on the same stone or cliff. Therefore, it 
was natural to the author, with a degree in astronomy, to check if there were any astronomical 
alignments.  
The measurements started with the help of a compass. A compass is subject to magnetic 
declination, usually referred to as magnetic deviation. In astronomy, the real North is essential 
to know. Magnetic declination is different in different places. It also changes slowly over 
time. Therefore a map of magnetic declination used to be printed in some calendars. 
Nowadays an updated map is published on some websites. They should be updated every few 
years. 
When a few hundred grinding groove's directions were measured, it seemed likely that there 
were connections to the movement of celestial bodies in the sky, i.e. the rising or setting 
points at the horizon. The likelihood of just a coincidence seemed to be small. 

It is necessary to get a sample as large as 
possible to be able to draw warranted 
conclusions. A search in the inventory of 
ancient monuments (FMIS) at 
Riksantikvarieämbetet to find all places with 
grinding grooves resulted in a list. The FMIS 
contain the data of all listed ancient sites plus 
the positions (latitude and longitude). 
Using a compass measured the grooves in the 
stones. A more precise method with the 
theodolite came to use for the grooves in the 
bedrock. The accuracy of the compass was 
about 1 degree. The accuracy for measuring 
by the theodolite found to be about 0.2 
degrees. Grinding grooves in the bedrock 

mostly are situated in a plain with hardly any trees or bushes nearby; therefore, it is good to 
use a theodolite. See below about the method to measure by the theodolite. The number of 
measured grinding groove's directions finally reached 1253. The diagram in Fig. 7 shows the 
eastern horizon from North, 0o, over East, 90o, to South, 180o. It would make no difference to 

 
Fig. 7. The diagram shows the directions of 1253 
grinding grooves. Azimuth on the horizontal scale, 
class width is three degrees. 
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show the western horizon instead (A computer simulating 1000 random samples (diagrams) 
of 1253 directions in each found a strong correlation with the east-west direction (Gannholm 
1993:11f; Gannholm 2017:8). 
There are 625 measured directions of grooves in grinding stones and 628 measured directions 
of grooves in the bedrock in the diagram. These are two different groups of grooves that both 
show the same distribution of directions. Combined, they improve the concentrations in 
significant astronomical directions A linear correlation test comparing the two groups 
(bedrock and stones) showed a 93.5 % likelihood they showed the same distribution of 
directions (Gannholm 1993:12; Henriksson 2000:77; Gannholm 2017:8). 
The diagram shows a symmetrical appearance centred at the exact east-west direction. 
Movements on the sky likewise are symmetrical around the east-west direction. The Sun rises 
in the Northeast during the summer. Moreover, in the most Northern point on the horizon at 
the very day of the summer solstice. At both the spring and the autumn equinoxes, the Sun 
rises close to the east-west direction. The Sun rises in the south-east in its most southern point 
on the winter solstice close to Christmas. The Moon's movement on the sky is a bit more 
complicated than that of the Sun. The Moon's orbit changes periodically in an 18.61 years 
cycle. Every month the Moon rises in its Northernmost position in a point somewhere around 
the point where the Sun rises at Midsummer. In 9.3  years that point is farther to the North 
than the Sun's most Northern rising point. In the other 9.3 years, that point does not go that far 
to the North. After 18.61 years, the Moon's movement on the sky starts a new cycle. The 
diagram in Fig. 18 shows two concentrations symmetrical to the east-west direction that is in 
good agreement with the movement of the Moon. 

When measuring directions, it is better to use the 
Sun to determine the directions (azimuth), which 
avoids the magnetic declination. It is suitable 
when using a theodolite. Set up the device 
arbitrary but as precise as possible compared to 
the horizontal scale. Determine the direction to a 
distant object such as a tree or a church, using a 
compass. Then align the theodolite's measure 
scale to show the same direction as the compass. 
 Of course, any point on the horizon is good to 
get a provisional alignment with a compass. The 
surveyor then measures the azimuth of the Sun at 
one or two occasions while measuring a group of 
grinding grooves, i.e. once before the survey and 
hopefully once after it. The Sun passes a hair 
cross in the theodolite's tube in about 2 minutes. 
Then the surveyor uses an exact clock to take the 
time for the exact moment when both of the edges 
of the Sun touch the hair cross in the theodolite. 
The mean of those two measured moments is the 

time when the theodolite did point in the Sun's azimuth. 
A computer program calculates the correct azimuth of the Sun provided the longitude and 
latitude for the place are known. There probably will be a difference between the Sun's actual 
azimuth and the Sun's azimuth measured by the theodolite. The difference adds to every 
azimuth measurement of the grinding grooves.  
A grinding groove has two ends. The researcher measures the azimuth of both and the 
distance from the theodolite to each of those two points.  The author used an old theodolite 
and a measuring tape to measure the distance from the theodolite to each of a grinding 
groove's end. – In reality, the distance to two points on a tool, invented by the author, 

 
Fig. 8. The map, produced by the author's 
computer program shows a group of grinding 
grooves. The site is at Häxarve in Buttle 
parish. 
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consisting of a cradle with two small cones, to put in the groove for the measurements. The 
distance between those points has a fixed value (Gannholm 1993:14f; Gannholm 2017:32). 
A computer program, written by the author, uses all those digits to calculate the direction of a 
grinding groove. The program also calculates the distance between the two cones. Because it 
is a known distance, it will be a check that measurements are correct. A meter stick separately 
measures the length of the grooves. The program can then draw a map of the whole group,  
Fig. 8. The map, produced by the author's computer program shows a group of grinding 
grooves (Gannholm 1993:41ff, Gannholm 2017:32). 

3.4. Grinding grooves on picture stones 
On about a dozen Gotlandic picture stones including picture stone-like limestone slabs, there 
are some grinding grooves. Previously, experts on picture stones assumed that the grinding 
grooves are secondary (Nylén 1978:168ff; Philip 1986:7ff). The longitudinal section of the 
Gotlandic grinding grooves has a concave shape but chamfered at the ends (transition to 

convex shape). The chamfered end also applies to 
stones where the grinding groove ends at the edge of 
the stone; the chamfer is there unless the stone has 
broken off. Experts can, therefore, always determine 
whether there is a broken groove or not. A closer study 
of the grinding grooves that appear on some picture 
stones shows that they are broken at the edge of the 
picture stone and ends abruptly without the convex end 
at the end (Gannholm 1993:23ff; Gannholm 2017:8). 
The large picture stone (dated to the 400's) in the 
Bildstenshallen, Picture Stone hall, at Gotland's 
museum in Visby, has a few grinding grooves at the 
bottom. The stone, broken at the bottom, was ones used 
as building materials in Sanda church. The grinding 
grooves, broken off as well, are missing the chamfered 
end, see Fig. 4 The author has made other observations 
on that stone and other picture stones as well 
suggesting the grooves to be older than the pictures on 
them (Gannholm 1993:25f; Gannholm 2017:8).  

The Christian church saw the picture stones as pagan and did take them down. Picture stones 
are then mostly broken at the ground level, leaving the stone's root still in the ground. The 
root of the picture stone from Sanda is most likely still in the ground. If so, the rest of the 
grooves is still on that part of the picture stone.  
There are a few shallow grinding grooves and grinding surfaces instant contact with the 
pictures on that stone. The contours are apparently to some extent only cut into where the 
stone was uneven, i.e. not polished and the polished areas only painted. In some places, 
cuttings have taken place in the abraded surface, which shows that the incision is later. 
Grinding grooves on picture stones had a decisive role in updating these from the Stone Age 
to the Iron Age. However, the grinding grooves were already on the broken limestone plate 
when used as a picture stone. The picture stones have thus confused the research on the 
grinding grooves. The reverse applies: the grinding grooves are the oldest. 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Cut grooves on a cut picture 
stone: Gotland’s museum, Visby. 
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3.5 An experiment to create a grinding groove 
In 1992 the author experimented with creating a grinding groove with a pendulum device, see 
Fig. 10. A 1.5 dm long abrasive object fixed to a 2 m long pendulum created a grinding 
groove, see fig. 48 in appendix 3. The pendulum fixed in a cradle was prolonged with a 2 m 
long counterweight for the balance. Measurements show that the bottoms of most grinding 
grooves are close to being part of exact semi-circles. Possibly there could be some wobbling in 
the pendulum or wheel in the longitudinal direction disturbing the creation of an exact semi-
circle. An important detail in the created groove is the chamfered ends created by the kind of 
technique used, see Fig. 1., section 1.1. above. The chamfered ends exist in all of the unbroken 
Gotlandic grinding grooves (Gannholm 1993:36). 
In a few cases, grinding grooves stopped in the middle of the stone against a wall or plateau. 
There is an example of a standard groove where the grinding tool began to bump, creating a 
plateau. A grinding tool fixed to a pendulum machine as in the experiment performed by the 
author is likely to explain (Gannholm 1993:back cover; Gannholm 1974:35). See Fig. 11 and 
Fig. 49–50 in appendix 3. 
 

  

 
Fig. 10. An experiment performed by the author to create 
a grinding groove with a pendulum. 

 
Fig. 11. The groove stops in the middle of the stone 
against a plateau. Drawings highlighted it. Likely a 
grinding tool fixed to a pendulum made the groove. 
Suderbys I, Vänge raä 43:1. Foto K.E. Gannholm 1974. 
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4.  Examples of grinding grooves in the world 

4.1. Grinding grooves in Africa 
Derricourt (1986) writes about grinding grooves in Africa that their habitat is mainly flat 
rocky areas near water. Central African archaeological literature confirmes one site in 
Zimbabwe and at more than 28 locations in Zambia. They range from grooves on loose rocks, 
to open surfaces with 56, 197 or over 200 grinding grooves present. The grinding grooves are 
found not only on the relatively soft sandstone but on hard rocks: quartzite, granite, silicified 
sandstone (Derricourt 1986:27). 
Primarily in the Republic of Zambia, there are several locations with groups of distinctive 
striated lenticular (canoe-shaped) grooves in hard rock. The common name of the 
phenomenon in the archaeological literature is 'grinding grooves'. No direct archaeological 
evidence for their date or purpose exists, not do local communities know their origin. 
Traditional explanations do, of course, exist for such prominent phenomena. They are said to 
be the footprints of men who lived when the rock was still mud; to be where the elephant 
rubbed his penis; to be where blunt metal axe and hoe blades were once sharpened (an 
explanation which falls on trial); to be where royal wives ground their grain; to be incisions of 
God (Derricourt 1986:27). 
David Livingstone (1874:315) was told in 1868 by people living near Lake Bangweulu that 
they were the footsteps of God. Derricourt argues that the lack of knowledge in the area 
suggests their ancestors 'the recent Late Iron Age people' did not create the grooves. 
Modem scholars have proposed several hypotheses for their function and date. For example, 
Clark (1959) argues that they were used to grind stone axes, and date from the Later Stone 
Age, which was replaced by Early Iron Age farming societies early in the first millennium CE  
(Clark 1959:191). 
Phillipson proposed an Early Iron Age date implying use either in metalworking or in 
grinding food or other materials (Phillipson 1972:115-6).  
Verboom suggested hammering metal blades, rather than rubbing them (Verboom 1977). 
Other grooves, without striations, have been considered used for bead-making, or net sinkers 
(Fagg 1959).  
Practical experiments to test this hypothesis, however, turned out to erode the striations in 
grooves (Chaplin 1961:149). Chaplin writes that the commonly accepted explanation for the 
grooves in Northern Rhodesia (today's Zambia) is for sharpening of stone or metal axes. 
However, the main difficulty seems to be the presence of long parallel striations on the 
bottom and sides of all the grooves. Dr J. D. Clark illustrated the smoothing of a stone axe by 
rubbing it in such a groove with a sandy abrasive. The result was undoubtedly to smooth the 
axe. However, the parallel striations became by the grinding process entirely worn away. 
Moreover, the groove became as smooth as the axe itself. What sort of action would leave 
such striations in one sweep? Each set must be formed by a single stroke, for they hardly ever 
cross one another (Chaplin 1961:149). 
Most of the grinding grooves in Zambia are sufficiently uniform to suggest a standard 
technique for their creation. They are canoe-shaped, broader in the middle and narrowing to 
each end. Deep scratches (striations): roughly parallel, rarely crossing and, sometimes in 
groups, running the length of the groove. They are symmetrical latitudinally and often 
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symmetrical longitudinally. There are sites with a large number found together and abandoned 
at a maximum depth of about 120 mm (Derricourt 1986:27). 
The regularity of the groove along its length implies longitudinal motion in the grinding 
process that was parallel to the lines of the striations.  It is therefore inevitable that people 
created grinding grooves by the repeated longitudinal motion of an object with a round 
section or round half-section, and only such objects.  Simple experimentation in a bed of hard 
sand demonstrates the necessity of the round section, which creates lenticular grooves, but not 
striations. 
All the physical attributes show that by alternating longitudinal motion of a rounded sectioned 
stone object under gravity and lateral pressure created the grinding grooves (Derricourt 
1986:29). 

We have concluded from a look at the physical elements of grinding grooves, and 
possible goals, and possible causes, independent of other archaeological evidence. We 
have excluded metallurgy and the preparation of organic materials from the explanations, 
and have shown that hard substances were involved. [–––] Quarts inclusions seem the 
obvious explanation: quarts would be quite hard enough to scratch all the rocks in which 
grinding grooves have been found (Derricourt 1986:29). 

Derricourt writes that experts may not conclude with certainty about the origins of the striated 
grinding grooves in Zambia. However, there is one explanation that has been tested by 
observation in Sasson, Nigeria, making clay for pottery using quartz-rich grit (Derricourt 
1986:30). 
B. Smith (1986) writes that the article by Derricourt (1986) on striated grinding grooves of 
central Africa does little to help the debate. It is not quantitative, nor does it set up and test 
any hypotheses that might result in a 'middle-range theory' (Binford 1981) for explaining the 
existence of the grooves. He offers a single example from Nigeria of grooves resulting from 
clay preparation for ceramic production and generalises from this that grooves in Zambia 
were the result of the same manufacturing process. In his appendix, he then lists known 
grooves from the rest of Africa, and by implication is suggesting that the widespread use of 
pottery means this explanation has the closest fit for Africa as a whole (Smith 1986:93f). 
Smith's own experience with the grooves from Kasteelberg in South Africa, found in granite, 
show some striations although they almost need a magnifying glass to see them. The 
archaeological material excavated from Kasteelberg supports Derricourt's suggestion that the 
people making grooves did not use rounded upper grinding equipment, but facetted grindstone 
achieved the rounded cross-section of the grooves (Smith 1986:94). 
In Africa, there are rocks with enigmatic pecked or drilled hemispherical hollows and rocks 
with ground-out grooves in at least 22 countries. The scientific community thought they are 
ordinary or mundane manufacturing tools and therefore, often ignored them. The carvings 
may recall the hollows that form on hammerstones or anvil stones while sharpening tools such 
as arrow points and axe- or adze-heads for the grooves. Their simple form probably has 
contributed to many being classified as 'utilitarian' (Walker 2010:55). 

However, the wear, shape, lack of associated waste from manufacturing or processing, 
context and arrangement or placement suggest otherwise for many. It seems that several 
may have served as religious symbols or been the ‘non-utilitarian’ by-products of ritual 
activity, or perhaps included magical concepts in their use. Their frequency and size and 
the amount of effort put into their production certainly allude to their importance. Their 
simplicity and lack of iconicity, and the absence of any discernible meaningful patterning 
or syntax in their creation, suggest that they are not obviously examples of art as we 
understand it, especially when compared with rock paintings where the use of pigment 
clearly indicates an element of intentional symbolic design. Yet many appear to have 
served similar symbolic functions and so they are collectively regarded here as a form of 
rock art for convenience (Walker 2010:55f). 
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At Tsodilo Hills in Northern Botswana, there are a lot of cup marks or cupules and grooves.  
In gold-bearing areas on the Zimbabwean plateau, there are numerous hemispherical cups 
about 150 mm–200 mm in diameter in the hard rock used to crush auriferous ore. 
However, the Tsodilo cupules in Botswana are smaller, often on steep faces, and unlikely to 
have been used for crushing anything. Nor is there any correlation between their placement 
and the Tsodilo mines. The Tsodilo cupules are also much rougher. They still need to be 
tested for trace elements. Again, the carvings can be distinguished easily from riffle plates or 
metal bead and ingot mould stones (Walker 2010:66).  
Walker lists three kinds of cup marks and six different types of grooves. 
Cup marks type 1 are 30–50 mm in diameter and 2–6 mm deep. Similar hemispherical 
designs, usually called cupules, are found around the world. Type 2 is 100 mm wide and deep, 
often more square than round. The type 3 is very variable in size and seemingly intergrade 
with grooves (Walker 2010:56ff). 
The carved grooves type 1 show noticeable variation in shape, generally oval, but often 
rectangular or pear-shaped. 
At a site, called Origins, is a 'trail' of relatively long parallel and adjacent grooves and furrows 
in clusters of type 2. The trail is believed by the nearby Hambukushu to be where God 
lowered their cattle to earth during creation time. 
Type 3 is oblong, about 80 mm long and 10 mm wide and a few mm deep. They often occur 
in rows, arcs or circles, sometimes seem to be arranged in patterns. It is not possible to 
suggest their purpose (Walker 2010:58ff). 
The type 4, the most common grooves, called ‘ellipsoids’ are usually about 100 mm–150 mm 
long, 50 mm–70 mm wide and 5 mm–20 mm deep. They are semicircular in cross-section and 
basin-like or canoe-shaped in longitudinal section. Significantly, about 95 per cent of 
ellipsoids lies in a broad North-south orientation (between 312 ̊ and 62 ̊), which hints at some 
ritual observances during the grinding (Walker 2010:61f). 
None of the local communities can offer a satisfactory explanation as who made the cups or 
grooves or their purpose. Nearby tribes suggested that people in old times made them so that 
future generations could see what the older people had done, as some land title deed (Walker 
2010:62). 
On the island of Bioko, the former Fernando Po, in the Gulf of Guinea is a large concentration 
of both 'grinding benches' and mortars. These features mainly occur around the shores and 
particularly at the river mouths of the island. They are of volcanic nature which is mainly a 
fine-grained blue basalt (Kennedy 1962:129).  See Fig. 43–45 in appendix 3. 

4.2. Grinding grooves in Australia 

4.2.1. Grinding groove types 
According to F. P. Dickson Aboriginals say that their ancestors made the grinding grooves 
found on numerous Australian sites in the production of edge tools. Grinding grooves, most 
commonly found in sandstone, are typically 25–50 cm long, 5–8 cm wide and 3–5 cm deep, 
with rounded cross-section. Two other kinds of groove occur sporadically in sandstone at 
places where the edge of a large slab drops abruptly to a lower level. One kind is not more 
than 25 cm long and 2.5–3 cm wide, with a deep V-shaped section. Such a groove can be 
shown experimentally to be unsuitable for hatchet grinding but probably used for making 
spears by pointing the end. The other kind is a natural phenomenon and broad and shallow 
with no definite shape. A low tree branch moving with the wind rubbing against the sandstone 
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produces something that looks like a grinding groove. 
In areas with sandstone grinding grooves are usually found in clusters from ten to several 
hundred. Grinding requires water, and grinding sites often are located at shallow rainwater 
pools or where water trickled over the stone. Places were grooves ran into the water for part 
of their length. Major grinding sites tended to develop along creek beds, see Fig. 46 in 
appendix 3 (Dickson 1980:157). 
A report from a site in the bed of Greenwattle Creek in New South Wales says there are at 
least 160 grooves within an area of two hundred square yards. There are also clusters of 
similar numbers of grooves at Somersby at Tiara Creek and near Bingara. 
There are known clusters of grooves in many other parts of Australia, and the total known 
grooves must be a few thousand. However, it is reasonable to think that many more grooves 
have disappeared in various ways. Grinding grooves appeared below 30 feet of alluvial soil in 
the Hunter River valley during a well-sinking operation. Obliteration is a more likely fate for 
grooves than burial. The brittle sandstone makes it liable to erosion and also to spallation in 
the heat of bush fires and damage by human activities. The lack of knowledge about how fast 
erosion has operated in the past at any particular site makes it impossible to determine the 
ages of exposed grinding grooves. 
Dickson argues that it is safer to reckon their ages in hundreds rather than thousands of years. 
In most areas, he continues, grooves are unlikely to be less than a hundred years old. There is 
much sandstone in Australia but not everywhere, and not all of it well suited for grinding. If 
suitable sandstone was not available, other materials came to use. 
Dickson describes an experiment performed to test grinding in sandstone. The composition of 
different kind of sandstones varies. The best one is uniformly fine-grained having sharp 
quartz 0.3–0.5 mm across and bonding with clay and iron compounds that constitute about 15 
% by weight of the stone. Calcareous bonding with the grains in a matrix of calcium 
carbonate makes sandstone unsuitable because too tightly held grains in the matrix. Quartz 
grains on the sandstone surface act as tiny chisels, each gouging a minute amount of stone out 
of the workpiece. The kind of stone used for ground hatches is hard, but not as hard as quartz. 
The grains are soon blunted and can no longer cut. In the more suitable sandstone, the quartz 
grains brake out of the matrix when not that much blunted, so new grains being in contact 
with the workpiece. The process is efficient only when there is enough water to wash out the 
spent grains and the swarf of sandstone and material abraded from the matrix. Sandstones 
with too weak a matrix as is the case with clay bondage over 15 % allows the quartz grains to 
break out too quickly, doing little work. Using much water is to little help because of much 
clay sludge forming that does not wash away (Dickson 1980:157ff). 
Dickson describes the technique of grinding on a sandstone. Whatever the tool to be ground, it 
starts with a blank with a broad rounded end. The operator puts it away at an angle of 45o 
from the horizontal under a vertical pressure of 3–5 kg. The first dozen or so strokes produce 
a flattish facet on the blank and a shallow score on the sandstone. By turning the blank over 
repeatedly as grinding proceeds, the facets are extended and rounded while the groove 
deepens and gets a rounded section. After the grinding finished, the groove is typically 25–50 
cm long, representing comfortable extensions of the arms in two-handed strokes according to 
the physique of the operator.  
The width of the blank being ground determines the maximum width of the groove. 
Moreover, the cross-section of a groove varies from end to end and is not generally an actual 
circular arc, and can be steeper or shallower depending on the shape of the blank (Dickson 
1980:160). 
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4.2.2. The antiquity of grinding grooves in Australia 
Jane Balme discuses the antiquity of grinding stones in semi-arid Western New South Wales. 
The starting point is that the use of grinding stones is for seed grinding. However, other 
interpretations are possible. There seemed to be evidence that seed grinding technology was 
introduced into the area about 15,000 years ago. The introduction of seed grinding could be 
associated with modification to the diet, and response to, or at least co-occurred with, a 
decrease in aquatic resources resulting from lowering river discharges and drying of the 
Willandra Lakes. It could be one of the oldest records of the use of seed grinding technology 
in Australia. It appeared to be an example of a direct technological response to environmental 
change. Others take the argument further, for example, to suggest that seed grindstone 
technology was a prerequisite for initial occupation of arid Australia (Balme 1991:2).  
The bases for the original claims for the timing of the introduction of grindstone use came 
from the association of grindstones with sites 15,000 years or younger and the absence of 
grindstones on sites older than 20,000 years BP.  Artefacts recorded from 12 Willandra sites 
dated either by radiocarbon, if available, or age estimated by its stratigraphic position (Balme 
1991:4). 
In contrast, most of the Holocene surfaces associated with the Darling River channel and its 
overflow lakes which contain stone artefacts also contain grindstones. Sixteen radiocarbon 
dates on shell have provided ages between 6000 and 8000 years BP. The remaining 70 sites 
are presumed to have a similar age (about 7000 years old) as they occur in similar 
stratigraphic positions as the dated sites. While there were none of the grindstones found in 
situ, there are clear patterns in their distribution between dated shell midden sites. They were 
more commonly found with Holocene faunal material along the Darling River channel and at 
the Teryawynia Lakes where no archaeological material, which is attributable to the 
Pleistocene, has been found (Balme 1991:6f).  
A problem of the antiquity of seed grindstones is that not all grindstones are seed grinding 
stones. There are five morphological categories identified for grindstones in central Australia.  

• 1. Millstones: flat surface slabs with shallow grooves worn on the grindstone face used 
as lower grinding surfaces for the wet milling of seeds.  

• 2. Müllers: the upper grindstones used in the same process.  
• 3. Mortars: flat surface stones with a shallow oval or circular depression ground in one 

or both faces, used for preliminary pounding and crushing of hard seeds.  
• 4. Pestles: fist-sized water-worn cobbles used in the mortar.  
• 5.  Amorphous grindstones: serving as implements used expediently rather than for a  

formal purpose. 
On morphological grounds, the grinding stones recorded were maybe not used for seed 
grinding (Balme 1991:7). 

4.3. Grinding grooves in France 

4.3.1. A discussion on the subject ‘can stone axes make concave grinding grooves’. 
A. Brasseur (Gournay, Seine-Inferior) argues (in translation from French) against the idea that 
polishing of the axes took place, not in a bowl prepared in advance on a polisher, but only on 
a sandstone plate with a flat surface, and that it was polishing alone which was to determine 
the formation of the bowls and grooves.  
Brasseur looking closely at the question thinks it seems that the friction of an axe on a plane 
stone used for polishing can never make the surface concave, as the acting force is constant in 
intensity and direction.  
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If, for example, one of the edges of the axe directed along a straight line drawn on the 
polishing surface and then moved back and forth by varying the inclination in each movement 
back and forth to allow each point of the axe to be in direct contact with the plane polisher, it 
will be noted that the axe in each of its positions, can only have one point in common with the 
polisher. As a result of friction, the axe is in the direction as the polisher and on a minimum 
width. There will be a release of matter, loss more or less depending on the hardness of the 
stone. It will form, where the axe has worked, a small deformation or groove, and the bottom 
will be still parallel to the surface of the polisher, the wear is everywhere uniform. 
Moreover, as this operation can turn in all directions by radiating around the same point of the 
polisher, we see that the surface after polishing the axe will remain flat, and can never take the 
shape of a bowl. Surely we could polish an axe on a plane polisher; but what time would it 
take for that? A time indeed a very long one, which one hardly realises, as it must have been 
quite otherwise by polishing on a basin, practised in advance on a polisher. 
Some prehistorians, however, claim that the angles of the cut axes prepared for polishing got 
their form in advance. However, this does not seem to be proven. 
Of five hundred examined axes, not one is carrying a trace of stitching. It is surprising that, of 
these 500 axes, none of them bears any trace of stitching on the edges. However, if it was 
customary to stitch the edges before polishing, we may meet some parts left unfinished.  
The polishing took place without the edges cut before because it seems inevitable that there 
never were any of this sort, as should be noted? 
Mr Marcel Baudouin note that there is an opinion among the colleagues that admit ‘we could 
polish an axe on a flat polisher.’ 
A. de Mortillet, Harmois and others, assert that it is possible to polish an axe in a short time 
when somebody has the hand. 
Moreover, in Prehistory, Time has no value (Bulletin de la Société préhistorique de France 
1915:199ff).  
 

4.3.2 Reused grinding grooves and astronomical alignments 
E. Boismoreau writes (in translation from French) how he discovered a grinding groove at a 
visit to La Veillerière, de Saint-Mesmin-le-Vieux (Vendée). It is located at the entrance to the 
yard of La Métairie Veillerière and constitutes the base of the doorframe left of the porch. The 
fact is quite curious but known. Often, in the Bocage vendéen, there are thresholds of the door 
with cup marks, walls with polishers or grindstone. - It is not possible to move it without 
compromising the solidity of the gateway, old and not very solid. The thing would be 
possible, but with some risks.  
At current use, it fills the solid seat with the right foot of the porch. Then, according to 
custom, it is used by the farmers to clean and degrease their stones intended to sharpen fault 
sickles. - Here is a new use of prehistoric artefacts. The stones, long used, become more or 
less greasy and have no biting; the peasants remove it with sand or better rubbing them in the 
stone´s grinding groove. To do this, they use water and sand and vigorously rub the stone into 
the groove until the result is perfect. Perhaps it is to this custom that there still must be enough 
grinding grooves in the region. However, the peasants hardly created them from scratch, that 
is to say, that some stones of worked granite would become polishers. The thing is 
impossible; to produce with a sharp stone a typical polisher groove, it would take a 
considerable amount of time and never a farmer would try to degrease his stone in this way. It 
is solicited only by the presence of the groove. It is curious to note that in our time we still use 
Neolithic polishers. - Who would have believed that! 
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The peasants, moreover, are utterly ignorant of the origin of these pieces and their prehistory. 
When they possess some vague notions, they never go further than the Gaulish period. 
The grinding groove stone is a granite stone of the country, quite similar to the native granite 
and presents nothing special. Description of the stone is necessarily incomplete, some of the 
grooves being in the wall, whose surface equals a good tier at less of the whole. May this part 
be the seat of engravings or grooves? 
Be that as it may, when one is in the presence of the polisher, one notices a stone of granite, 
irregularly arranged, affecting the form of a very abnormal rectangle parallelepiped, with a 
surface almost planar, a lower, half-buried in the ground, and four sides, of which one in 
whole and half of the other two are in the wall on which rests the right foot of the porch. 
These construction peculiarities explain that it is impossible to have data on the total 
dimensions of the stone and its weight (Boismoreau 1917:491ff). 
Boismoreau discusses some reflections about the role and purpose of the cup marks. He points 
out there are cup bowls (Fr. laverasses à cupule). These cup bowls could have served 
accidentally as grinding grooves. How to explain the presence of these engravings on these 
pieces? Boismoreau does not believe in a practical goal, for example, to dispose of sand or 
fine gravel, and will incline to believe it is a symbolic engraving; the representative cup mark 
can be a solar or stellar cult. 
However, these are hypotheses, that in the current state of prehistoric science, it is difficult to 
verify. 
La Veillerière and Veillerit are Neolithic sites, and this region of the valley of Sèvre is the 
centre of a substantial Neolithic site. A few hundred meters distant is the site Renardières 
were many flints were identified; these are tools from the Robenhausian era. 
 In this same valley, about three kilometres away, near La Pommeraie-Sur-Loire, was 
discovered a typical Chellean punch. 
 Different polishers in the area:  
• 1. One at La Baillere, of Saint-Mesmin; it is instead a Laverasse (cup bowl), with a 

polishing groove. 
• 2. Another has two deep grooves and comes from the valley of Sèvre. 
• 3. Polissoir (grinding groove) at La Mactièrc, Combrand (Deux-Sèvres); another near 

the door of M. Talon, blacksmith, at Cerisay (Deux-Sevres); 
• 4. At Clérange, in Saint-Pierre-du-Chemin (Vendée) another Polissoir. 

All the polishers in the area are granite, except the Polissoir de La Vesiniere, de Cheffois, 
which is quartz. Polissoirs from Cerieres (Deux Sèvres), a place quite close to the Veilleriére, 
is of the same petrographic nature. A Polissoir found near Cerisay, at La Goudremiere,  is in 
quartz. Quartz is rare in the region and could be a reason for the scarcity of polishers of this 
origin. 
Granite is no more challenging to work than quartz, more comfortable even, especially by 
percussion; and the polishing obtained is as perfect. Polishers and cup basins in granite seem 
to be more common in the Bocage Vendéen than elsewhere. 
There is a combination of the grooves (called polissoir) with the basins (for example 
Laverasses de la Baillier) and with the cup marks, in the upper Vendee, in granite. There are 
three small grooves, similar to cup marks, at Menhir No II des Chaumes, in Saint-Hilaire-de-
Riez (Vendée), in sandstone. 
In Boismoreau´s opinion, these grooves do not correspond to those of real polissoirs! - These 
are real sculptures on rocks dug in the desired way, and starting from cult essence. Their 
shape proves it. 
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They are cultic because they are oriented, as it should be, when they are found on fixed rock, 
as at Rocher aux Pieds, for example. The cup marks are here a cup typical with three spokes. 
Here, it is easy to see that the three-cup depressions are at right angles (90o); therefore, the 
stellar-solar lines represented by these rays are the Meridian and Equinoxial. At 
Commequiers, there is one of the theories, which gives the Solsticial line (angle of 126o) 
(Boismoreau 1917:495ff). 
The angle of 126o means the direction where the Sun rises on the day of the winter solstice at 
the latitude 48o (the author´s comment). 
A comment on a find of grinding grooves in granite points out that it is typical, of Neolithic 
Classical Polishing, in granite. However, states as a known fact that the polishers in this rock 
are much rarer than those in sandstone. 
 It has indeed served a lot, as indicated by the wear and polish of the bowls and grooves. The 
find in a centre has kept clear evidence of the Neolithic occupation (Rousseau 1914:241). 

4.3.3 Drawings of four beautiful grinding groove stones 
 O. Boutanqa describes a set of, as he remarks, magnificent Neolithic in situ grinding groove 
stones (Fr. polissoir). Boutanqa also made drawings of the stones. The stones possess grooves, 
bowls (Fr. rainure), cup marks (Fr. cuvettes, cupulettes), and polished surface (Fr. surface 
polie). They are constituted by enormous stones of sandstone very near and located near the 
hamlet of Huleux, the commune of Néry (Oise), at the commencement of the wood 
of  Cormon. 

 
Fig. 12. Fourteen grooves, four bowls and a natural 
hole. Néry, France. 
 

 
Fig. 13. Five grooves, four bowls and a polished 
flat surface. Néry, France. 

 
Fig. 14. Three bowls, two shallow grooves and cup 
marks. Néry, France. 
 

 
Fig. 15. One groove and three bowls.  
Néry, France. 
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Stone No. 1  carries 14 grooves, four bowls and a natural hole keeping the water. The most 
solid groove is 0.75 m long, 0.06 m wide and 0.04 deep, see Fig 12.  
Stone No 2.  is situated about one meter from the first. It has five large grooves, four bowls 
and a polished flat surface. The most solid bowl is 0.70 m long, 0.50 m wide and 0.06 m 
depth, see Fig. 13. 
These two polishers emerge about 0.70 m above the ground. 
Stone No 3. carries three bowls, two shallow grooves and cup marks, see Fig. 14. 
Stone No 4 constitutes a groove and three bowls, see Fig. 15. 
Other lightly buried sandstone stones are in the vicinity. Young acacias pushed on it 
(Boutanquoi 1930:71ff). 

4.3.4. The search for Grinding grooves in a Neolithic grave 
Patrick Braun carried out a research campaign in February 1961, in order to find a famous but 
disappeared grinding groove stone. Indeed, thanks to the valuable information of Mr 
Raymond Franchet, farmer and owner of Thuy's farm, Braun and his colleagues managed to 
find not one stone, but two (Braun 1962:191).  
However, although they are a few hundred meters from the body of the farm, as Mr Coudray 
claimed in his book, Braun thinks they are both unpublished. Indeed, this author pointed out 
that it was a slab covered with streaks.  
Now, one of the pieces Braun discovered is composed of only six, two of which are almost 
non-existent and visible only at sunset, and which are moreover, somewhat distant. As for the 
other, it only supports two streaks almost visible and one almost completely erased. 
It is then unlikely that an archaeologist like Mr Coudray would have been so mistaken, Braun 
claims (Braun 1962:191. On the contrary, there may be, or have been, three grinding groove 
stones in this region, which is very interesting from the prehistoric point of view, and which 
includes many rocks on the surface. 
Those found by Braun and his colleagues seemed to be interesting to study. The first, and the 
largest buried under about twenty centimetres of earth, all covered with undergrowth. Only a 
small patch of rock, green with time and moss, emerged from the ground. 
It was ‘lost’ in the middle of large stones of sandstone and limestone hard, greyish, covered 
with various plants, and which are perhaps the remains of fragmented megaliths Barun 
1962:191f). 
The whole is located about 400 m south of the Thuy farm building, on the edge of an 
exploitation road. Braun thinks, under all reserve, that this grinding groove stone locates on 
the upper slab of a collapsed dolmen. The stone on which it is visible is in siliceous sandstone 
plate. There is no rock like this one found in the region. Not brought there to make a polisher, 
way too big and too heavy. Instead, to serve for the cover of a dolmen (Braun 1962:192). 

4.3.5. Incised sandstone and polishing bowl 
At Villeneuve-sur-Fère, near Fère en Tardenois, Aisne is a stone of 4 to 5 m sides with a flat 
rim on the North-west face, and with a group of ten incisions straight sharp, others barely 
outlined. The largest, 2 cm deep, is 36 cm long and 2.2 cm wide. The others have an average 
depth of 1 cm. These grooves have a V-shaped section with angular edges, barely rounded 
bottom. A very shallow bowl, about 30 cm wide, is visible on the right. This sandstone 
distinguishes from conventional grinding or polishing stones by the small size of the grooves 
and the absence of polishing traces. The rock retains its roughness everywhere; only the bowl 
is slightly smoother to touch, but the grain shows no signs of crushing. So we think we are 
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dealing here with traces of sharpening objects probably wood or bone without it is still 
possible to assign them to a specific time. 
Grooves and incisions generally parallel, more or less broad and deep but a section most often 
semicircular (Navi forms), comparable to those of the forest of Fontainebleau, and whose 
origin seems still imprecise, frequently meet on the sandstone of this region, especially in the 
rocky chaos of the ‘Hottée du Diable’ (commune of Coincy) and the woods of Villeneuve-
sur-Fère. Almost always concealed at the bottom of small cavities of access more or less 
severe (Parent 1964:121). 
In this same site, about 500 m west, on the height of the ‘Bois de Chalmont’, is a flat stone 
detached from the edge of the sandstone bench but remained in place. It carries six oval and 
deep bowls, oriented in the same direction, and cup marks. The largest, 15 cm deep, is 1 m 
long and 22 cm wide, the smallest is 40 cm long and 20 cm wide. We note the absence of 
grooves. Here again, the bottom of these perfectly smooth bowls shows no trace of polish as 
is frequently observed on Neolithic polishing stones in the region (Parent 1964:122). 
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5. Method  

5.1. The shape of grinding grooves 
As mentioned above, characteristics of grinding grooves are the long, narrow marks deepest 
in the middle and vanishing at the ends and the circular longitudinal profile. Measurements of 
the length, the depth and the width was carried out by the author. The author also invented a 
method to measure the curvature of the longitudinal section. 
The mean values of the length of grinding grooves are for Gotlandic bedrock 82.9 cm, 
Gotlandic boulders 72.9 cm, Southern Sweden 53,8 cm and France 44.5 cm. Grooves in 
Southern Sweden and France applies to both stone and bedrock. The length of the bowls in 
France have a mean value of 26 cm. There is no much difference in the length between 
Gotlandic grooves in the bedrock compared to grooves in stones. 
The grooves in Southern Sweden and France are shorter on average compared to the 
Gotlandic grooves. The French grooves are narrower than Gotlandic or Southern Swedish 
ones. The big difference is the appearance. It depends on the curvature of the longitudinal 
section or the curvature of the profile, Table 5–8. Hypothetically a wheel or a pendulum 
created the grooves. The radius of the wheel or pendulum is shorter for the grooves in 
Southern Sweden than Gotlandic or French grooves. It means that the grinding grooves in 
Southern Sweden are more curvature than in the other two places. 
The tool to measure length, depth and width is a meterstick (folding rule). The curvature 
profile turned out to be a characteristic of grinding grooves, why the author developed a 
method to measure the curvature. Suggesting the longitudinal section is a part of a circle, then 
the chord and the perpendicular height of the chord determines the radius. The author 
procured a rod, 40 cm long, acting as a circle's chord with a fixed length. A calliper depth rod 
measures the distance from the metal rod to the bottom of the grinding groove. Using 
Pythagoras' theorem will calculate a hypothetical radius for the circle, see Fig.  and Fig. 17. in 
section 5.3.  
Grinding grooves vanishes at their both ends. At the end of a grinding groove, the curvature 
changes from being concave to become convex. That is true for those in the bedrock or on a 
stone. It is also true if the groove is at the edge of a cliff or a stone. 
It is then possible to prove that a stone has broken if a groove misses the convex end. The 
change from concave to convex at the ends of grinding grooves is valid for all Gotlandic ones as far as the author 
may conclude. The same is also valid for grinding grooves in France, as noticed by the author. However, it 
seems not to be the case for grinding grooves in Skåne, although the author observed it for a few in Halland.  
There are a few examples where there are grinding grooves on Gotlandic picture stones, but in 
this case, the convex end is missing. Therefore it is proved that the slab of stone already had 
grinding grooves on it when chosen to become a picture stone, see section 3.4. 
The author has completed measurements of the grinding groove characteristics mentioned 
above on the Island of Gotland, in Skåne and Halland (Southern Sweden) and France. The 
grooves with more curvature in Skåne and Halland differs from the Gotlandic or French ones. 
If the use of a pendulum or a wheel created the grooves, then it is possible to calculate the 
pendulum length or the wheel's radius. The author introduced a metal rod, 40.0 cm long, as a 
fixed chord used in all the measurements. Callipers, Fig. 17 measure the perpendicular 
distance 'h' from the metal rod's midpoint to the bottom of the groove, and 'b' is the length of 
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the rod. The distance ‘h’ is the length of the callipers lower part minus the thickness of the 
metal rod. 
 The method to calculate the radius uses Pythagoras' theorem. In Fig. 16  'R' is the length of 
the hypotenuse and 'R-h' and 'b/2' the lengths of the triangle's other two sides. According to 
Pythagoras' theorem R2 = (R-h)2 + (b/2)2. Wich gives R = h/2 + b2/8h. 
A distance ‘h’ of 1.33 cm will give a radius R = 151.0 cm. A distance ‘h’ of less than 0.5 cm 

will give a radius R > 400 cm. 
It is not likely that some pendulum would be longer than that, so probably not made with the 
help of a pendulum or wheel. Possibly a pendulum with a radius of 2 m - 3 m could have been 
used. A wheel with a short radius creates a groove with a large h-value and vice versa. 
The uncertainty in the measurements is more significant for smaller h-values than for larger h-
values, and thus a calculation of a radius will be more uncertain. 
There is still a value of measuring all h-values because it has turned out to be critical property 
for grinding grooves. The height of the chord and thus the radius distinguishes between 
grinding grooves on Gotland, in Southern Sweden and France. 
One Gotlandic groove with a measured height value of 2.40 cm departs from the rest and the 
value resemblance those in Southern Sweden. The circle radius for that groove is 84.5 cm, a 
value more common in Southern Sweden. 
Comparison between grindings grooves in boulders and the bedrock on Gotland show no 
discernible difference. Grinding grooves in the limestone bedrock are more exposed to 
weathering than those in boulders, which makes it more challenging to measure the curvature 
because of the uneven bottom. There is no discernible difference between grooves in boulders 
and the bedrock in Southern Sweden. Comparison between Gotlandic grinding grooves and 
Southern Swedish ones makes it clear they are different. The h-values of the latter give a 
circle radius of 30.1 cm to 108.5 cm. 
Shorter radii are well suited for wheels, while pendulums are better for longer radii. Wheels 
were probably not been used to create the Gotlandic grinding grooves. A machine with a 
pendulum of about 2 meters and at most 3 meters could be an excellent solution to create 
grooves. A lot of grinding grooves crossing each other makes it clear that some good steering 

 
Fig. 16. Calculating the radius of a hypothetical 
circle customized the groove's curvature. 'R' 
is the radius. 'b' is the length of the rod (the 
chord). 'h' is the perpendicular height of the 
chord. 
 

 
Fig. 17. A calliper. The 
lower part pushes through 
a hole in the rod. 
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was necessary during the grinding process. A pendulum machine, Fig. 10 used by the author, 
did create a grinding groove, Fig. 11.  
However, grinding by hand seems unlikely because of the tool creating the groove must have 
ground forth and back the whole length of the groove. A person grinding by hand make short 
movements forth and back with the tool. There are long parallel striations on the bottom and 
sides of all the grooves. In Afrika, an experiment to smooth a stone axe in such a groove 
did wear the striations entirely away, see section 4.1. above (Chaplin 1961:149). That may 
prove that the abrasive tool was in a fixed position and only had the freedom to move in the 
longitudinal direction, as fixed at a pendulum. 
Then it seems the purpose for the grooves was the grooves themselves, not manufacturing 
anything, but serving in a religious cult. 

5.2. The author examining grinding grooves in France  

5.2.1. Prerequisite 
To examine grinding grooves in France the author got grant from Uppsala University. The 
journey did go to France in 2018 to make investigations of grinding grooves there. Two other 
people joined on their own expense — namely PhD Göran Henriksson, an astronomer at 
Uppsala University, and Jan Wiklund, a retired biology teacher. Wiklund took some of the 
photos in France. Henriksson brought a theodolite and a laser-projection prism, a total station, 
with him to measure directions of the grinding grooves. Henriksson found the grooves were 
aligned at  the same principle as the Gotlandic ones according to private correspondence with 
the author.  
The author had searched the Internet to find grinding groove sites suitable for investigation. 
Most wanted to be sites with many grooves at the same place to minimize time-consuming 
travel. The author rented a car to be able to travel around — the nights spent on Bed & 
Breakfast or hotel. Places visited in all directions around Paris. The expedition examined 
grooves on 15 sites and searched for grooves at a few more sites unable to find them. 

5.2.2. The investigations 
In the valley of the river Marne, a 
hundred kilometres east of Paris are the 
villages Mézy-Moulins. A grinding 
groove stone situated about 1 km in the 
woods up the hill. On a small drive-way 
from the centre of the village Moulins a 
hundred m above the river (measured on 
Google maps) is the big grinding groove 
stone, Fig. 18. The stone situated on the 
slope of the hill and at a deep ditch has 
24 grooves, 40–90 cm long 0.5–36 cm 
wide and 0.5–6 cm deep. Seven of them 
are indeed polished depressions or bowls, 
wide and shallow. A few grooves had a 
V-shaped bottom while the rest had a 
rounded bottom. Moreover, one was 
quite narrow, only 0.5 cm wide and also 
not straight — the grooves were 
somewhat weathered.      

 
Fig. 18. The grinding groove stone at Mézy-Moulins, 
the valley of Marne. Jan Wiklund is fixing the laser-
projection prism. 
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A Neolithic cist, Dolmen de la Pierre Plate, at 
the village Presles 45 km North of Paris has 
grinding grooves in the ceiling, Fig. 2 in 
section 1.2. above. The Neolithic cist situates 
about one and a half km from the centre of the 
village. Crossing fields and a few hundred 
meters walk through a little forest, and to a 
little forest-island on another field is the 
Neolithic cist. Picture of the cist from the gable 
hole in Fig. 13.  
There is a fence around it and an information 
sign with a text in translation (shortened): 
‘Length 14 m, bounded by 20 vertical blocks 
(orthostats) of sandstone or limestone 
sometimes separated from stone slabs, it still 
has three large slabs of cover in place, the first 
is a former polisher reused (grooves on the 
underside, related to a polishing activity, axe 
for example). 

The vault contained the remains of a hundred people dislocated in groupings of skulls along 
the walls. A blade of flint stuck in a vertebra, and a skull smashed with two blows of an axe, 
illustrate the violent circumstances of the death of two individuals. Dating on human bone 
revealed a date between 2564 to 2037 BCE and finds such as arrows, pottery or flint and 
polished axes and bone punches showed that the burial set up in the heart of the civilization 
Seine-Oise-Marne of the final Neolithic and reused in Chalcolithic, during the second 
millennium BCE.’ The eleven grooves were 25–54 cm long, 2.5–4.5 cm wide and 0.8–1.6 cm 
deep. 
About 15 km south of Chartres and one km south of the village Corancez on a field is a big 
sandstone rock, Pinte de Saint-Martin, with 43 grinding grooves, see Fig. 14. In a field with 
crops is a broad mowed path-way like a lawn leading to the site — a sign with the word 

‘polissoir’ pointing to it, see Fig. 15. The 
grooves are 13–84 cms long, 3–18 cm wide 
and 0.4–8 cms deep. The wider ones will be 
designated ‘bowls’. Flat fields are surrounding 
the site, and it looks like there is a depression 
indicating of a drained wetland.  

At a creek, 60 km south-west of Corancez in an area with small picturesque French villages 

Fig. 19. The Neolithic cist, Dolmen de la Pierre 
Plate, with grooves on the underside of a roof 
slab. From the side of the gable hole. 

 
Fig. 20. Pinte de Saint-Martin with 43 grinding 
grooves. 
 

 
Fig. 21. A sign is pointing to the grooves (polissoir) 
on the field. 
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with houses looking ancient and with medieval churches is a rock with grinding grooves. At 
the site are many stone formations, one of them called ‘La Piérre Cochée’ has 24 grinding 
grooves, see Fig. 3 in section 1.2. above. The stone formation is a few meters long and a 
meter high. The grooves on it are 17–68 cms long, 3.5–7.5 cm wide and 0.6–3.8 cms deep. 
On a little hill 30 km west of Fontainebleau in the village Buno-Bonnevaux stands the church. 
Close to the church wall and not in situ is a grinding groove stone, called ‘Polissoir des Sept 
coups d'épée’, with seven grooves on the side. They are 19–65 cms long, 3.7–6.5 cms wide 
and 1.1–3.6 cms deep. 
Fifteen km North of Buno-Bonnevaux, at the edge of a forest next to a field, is a surface on 
the ground, ‘Polissoir de la Roche Grénolée’ with twelve grooves 38–57 cms long, 3.5–5 cms 
wide and 1–3.5 cms deep. 

Ninety-five km south-west of Orléans in the square at the church in the village Nourray is a 
big stone, in two halves, see Fig. 22. It is called ‘Polissoir du Petit Fontenail’ and brought 
there from a place a few kilometres away. Both halves together have 33 grooves 9–48 cms 
long, 2.5–19 cms wide and 0.5–2.5 cms deep. Twenty-one of the grooves is polished 
depressions or bowls. 

Twenty-five kilometres west of Fontainebleau 
is ‘Polissoir de Grimery’, a surface with 
grinding grooves on the ground at the edge of 
a forest next to a field. The eleven grooves are 
18–49 cms long, 1–3.7 cm wide and 0.7–2.7 
cms deep. 
Fifty km south of Paris at the village 
Villeconin and into a forest is a stone, 
‘Polissoir du Bois de la Charmille’, with 13 
grooves 27–53 cms long, 1,5–8.5 cms wide 
and 0.5–2.9 cms deep. The environment there 
seems a bit mysterious with a cave and a 
spring in a valley. 
A few hundred metres up the hill from the 
previous site, ‘Polissoir du Bois de la 

 
Fig. 22. The two big sandstone slabs with grinding grooves brought to the square at the 
church in Norray next to the street called "Rue de Polissoir". 

 
Fig. 23. Grinding grooves and deep round holes. 
Polissoirs du Bois de la Guigneraie. 
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Charmille’, is a cliff several metres long and one metre high called ‘Polissoirs du Bois de la 
Guigneraie’, see Fig. 17. It has four grooves 33.5–57 cms long, 2–5.7 cm wide and 0.5–6 cms 
deep. It also has some round hole a few dm in diameter.  
About 60 km south of Paris at the village Champigny is a big stone, ‘Polissoir de la Petite-
Garenne’ with 17 grooves 12.1–42 cms long, 2.5–20 cm wide and 0.4–3.2 cms deep. Of them, 
thirteen considered being bowls. 
About 100 km North-east of Orléans and 1.8 km North of the village Souppes-sur-Loing is a 
cliff, ’du Gué de Beaumoulin’, with 24 grooves 16–85 cms long, 1–18 cms wide and 0.3–3.5 
cm deep. Five of those are bowls. The site is about one hundred metres from the river Loing.  
About 90 km east of Fontainebleau at the edge of a forest and close to fields is a grinding rock 
surface on the ground with 13 grinding grooves 37–75 cms long, 3–6 cms wide and 0.5–3.2 
cms deep. The name of the site is ‘Polissoir de la Pierre aux dix doigts’. 
About 70 km east of Fontainebleu into a forest is a cliff a few metres long and two-thirds of a 
meter high, called ‘Polissoir du Sauvageon’ with ten grooves 25–57.5 cms long, 2.5–6 cms 
wide and 0.3–3.1cm deep.  
Two to three kilometres from the previous site , ‘Polissoir du Sauvageon’, on the other side of 
the same forest, is another cliff about the same size ‘Polissoirs de la Pierre à l'eau’. It has five 
grooves 38–53 cms long, 3–4.5 cms wide and 1.1–2 cms deep. 

  
Table 4. Grooves in France measured by the author. 
Site Grooves Lenght (cm) Width (cm) Depth (cm) Bowls 
Mézy- 
Moulins 

24 40–90 0.5–36 0.5–6 24-17=7 

Dolmen de la 
Pierre Plate 

11 25–54 2.5–4.5 0.8–1.6 0 

de Saint-
Martin 

43 13–84 3–18 0.4–1.6 43-32=11 

La Piérre 
Cochée 

24 17–68 3.5–7.5 0.6–3.8 0 

du Petit 
Fontenail 

33 9–48 2.5–19 0.5–2.5 33-12=21 

Souppes-sur-
Loing  

24 16–85 1–18 0.3–3.5 24-19=5 

Pierre aux 
dix doigts 

13 37–75 3–6 0.5–3.2 0 

du Sauvageon 9 25–57.5 2.5–6 0.3–3–1 0 

Pierre à l'eau 5 38–53 3–4.5 1.1–2 0 

de Grimery 11 18–49 1–3.7 0.7–2.7 0 

Sept coups 
d'épée 

7 19–65 3.7–6.5 1.1–3.6 0 

Roche 
Grénolée 

12 38–57 3.5–5 1–3.5 0 

Bois de la 
Charmille 

13 27–53 1.5–8.5 0.5–2.9 0 

Bois de la 
Guigneraie 

4 33.5–57 2–5.7 0.5–6 0 

Petite-
Garenne 

17 12.1–42 2.5–20 0.4–3.2 17-4=13 

Sum 250    57 
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5.2.3. Compilation of results 

Table 4 lists the grinding groove sites in France visited by the author.  
The grinding grooves in France resemble Gotlandic grooves more than grooves in Southern 
Sweden. The latter has a more curvature in their longitudinal profile. The author invented a 
method to measure the curvature of the longitudinal profile, See Fig. 20 in section 5.3. Many 
French grooves have values in the range that is Gotlandic standard. They look like the 
Gotlandic grooves, more straight and less curvature. However, there are much more 
variations. Many are shorter than Gotlandic grooves, and there are many bowls. The kind of 
bowls standard in France is not many known on Gotland. On Gotland, on the other hand, 
grinding groove stones often have polished surfaces covering much more extensive parts of 
the stone. Gotlandic grinding groove stones often have a big polished bowl and the grooves 
ground in it. 

 

5.2.4. Results of measurements in grinding grooves 
The length, width, depth and the height (that defines the curvature) measured in grinding 
grooves. The height is the perpendicular height of the chord in a hypothetical circle for the 
longitudinal section. 
All measured grinding grooves have a curvature in the longitudinal section. The longitudinal 
section may be a part of a circle which a mathematical formula could calculate. The bowls in 
France occur on the same stones or rock faces as grinding grooves. 
Table 5–8 are the comparisons between measurements of some grinding groove characteristic 
values in different areas — comparisons between bowls and grooves in France and between 
grinding grooves in stones and the bedrock on Gotland. All measurements in centimetre. 

In Table 5 is the length compared. Gotlandic grooves are longest. The length of Gotlandic 
grinding grooves in stones equals Gotlandic grinding grooves in grinding rock surfaces. The 
length of grooves in France compared to grooves in Southern Sweden is less different in 
length than compared to Gotlandic grooves.  

Table 5. Comparisons of the length of grooves or bowls in France, S Sweden and Gotland 
 
All values 
in cm Number of Minimum 

Lower 
Quartile Medium 

Upper 
Quartile Maximum 

Grooves 
France 187 20.5 33.0 44.5 53.0 91.0 
Bowls 
France 64 9.0 16.5 26.0 32.0 70.0 
Grooves S 
Sweden 35 37.0 42.0 53.8 57.5 87.0 
Stone 
Gotland 151 29.0 62.5 72.9 82.5 116.0 
Rock 
Gotland 104 32.0 67.0 82.9 98.0 119.0 
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In Table 6 is width compared. The width is at the midpoint of the groove. Grooves in France 

have more variations in the width than grooves on Gotland. The classification of bowls 
depends on the length to width ratio. The Gotlandic grooves in stones and rock faces are 
similar. 
Many grinding grooves in the Gotlandic bedrock of limestone, often weathered, can be 
challenging to measure. There was not always possible to measure all values in a groove. The 
width is missing in a few of the French.   
 
 
In Table 7 is depth compared. A lot of measurements of the depth are missing in the French 
material. The shallowest grooves in most groups are only a few mm. There are a few grooves 
that are a lot deeper than the rest in their group. 
 

 

Table 6. Comparisons of the width of grooves or bowls in France, S Sweden and Gotland. 
 
All values 
in cm Number of Minimum 

Lower 
Quartile Medium 

Upper 
Quartile Maximum 

Grooves 
France 184 0.5 3.5 4.7 5.0 14.0 
Bowls 
France 63 1.0 4.5 9.4 12.0 36.0 
Grooves S 
Sweden 35 3.3 4.5 7.0 8.5 13.5 
Stone 
Gotland 151 3.8 6.0 7.0 8.0 10.0 
Rock 
Gotland 104 3.8 5.5 6.7 8.0 9.5 
 
 

Table 7. Comparisons of the depth of grooves or bowls in France, S Sweden and Gotland. 
All values 
in cm Number of Minimum 

Lower 
Quartile Medium 

Upper 
Quartile Maximum 

Grooves 
France 179 0.3 1.2 1.9 2.5 8.0 
Bowls 
France 56 0.2 0.6 1.3 1.8 5.9 
Grooves S 
Sweden 35 0.8 2.0 2.8 3.0 6.1 
Stone 
Gotland 151 0.5 1.8 3.7 5.0 12.4 
Rock 
Gotland 104 0.5 2.2 3.1 4.2 6.9 
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In Table 8 is curvature compared — the perpendicular height ‘h’ from the midpoint of a chord 
‘b’ to the bottom of the groove, see Fig. 16. Higher values mean a more curvature groove. 

The French and Gotlandic grooves are more straight than grooves in Southern Sweden, giving 
an impression of being of two different types. 
 
 

5.3. Archaeological excavations 

5.3.1. Earlier excavations 
Earlier archaeological excavations have not been to 
much help for uncovering the mystery of grinding 
grooves. In the early twentieth century, the 
archaeologists' belief focused on manufacturing of 
tools, most likely of stone. Therefore they thought 
they would find fragments of stone from the 
manufacturing process. However, they found 
nothing but sand. Among the peasants, there was a 
belief that swords had been polishing or sharpening 
or whatever in those stones. 
Because of the work of Munthe, section 1.2., the 
dating of grinding grooves changed to the Iron Age 
(Munthe 1933:165ff). Some archaeologists then 
believed in the Iron Age dating and searched for 
traces of iron in connection with the grooves. Even 
some suggested Viking Age and Medieval.  
An excavation took place in 1986 because high 
water in a little river or stream had uncovered two 
hitherto unknown grinding stones, now designated 
(Hörsne 290(1)) and (Hörsne 290(2)). The little 
river Hörsneån floats through the parish of Hörsne 
and then at an estate belonging to Dibjärs’ farm 

 
Table 8. Comparisons of the curvature of grooves or bowls in France, S Sweden and Gotland. 
All values 
in cm Number of Minimum 

Lower 
Quartile Medium 

Upper 
Quartile Maximum 

Grooves 
France 99 0.045 0.690 1.026 1.305 2.260 
Bowls 
France 4 0.200 1.300 1.323 1.570 2.220 
Grooves S 
Sweden 35 0.500 2.010 2.946 3.260 7.610 
Stone 
Gotland 144 0.060 0.470 0.727 0.950 2.400 
Rock 
Gotland 95 0.060 0.345 0.536 0.700 1.330 
 

 
Fig. 24. The uncovered grinding stone after the 
excavation in 1986. Dibjärs, Hörsne. 
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were it enters Linamyr, a nowadays drained mire. There is also a little hill at Hörsneån's outlet 
in Linamyr. 

There were some grinding groove stones 
already known at the place. Five stones 
uplifted from the river rest on the 
riverbank down the hill because of 
dredging of the river, (Hörsne 9:1–9:5). 
One grinding groove stone, (Hörsne 9:6), 
lays in situ at the river bank close to the 
water ca twenty meters upstream from the 
hill. 
In 1985 the snow melting forced the 
stream to be very strong, which led to 
erosion of the river bank. A bend in the 
stream opposite the hill a 100 meter 
downstream the other stones became 
eroded by the flushing water. In that way, 
two new in situ stones with grinding 
grooves emerged, not earlier known.  

They had one and two grinding grooves, respectively. The picture in Fig. 24 shows one of the 
grooves covered with fluvial turf. The author visited the excavation in 1986 and took the 
picture in Fig. 24. 
In the photo, all layers down to the bottom are visible. According to the documentation report, 
(FIIA: I 114), the layer at the bottom consists of pebbles. The documentation report describes 
the layer above as a dark blue mixture of clay and sand, as seen in the picture. 
That top of the dark blue layer seems to be at the same level as the grooves. Above the dark 
blue layer is a light brown layer, as can be seen in the picture. According to the 
documentation report, it is a 55 cm thick layer of fluvial sand and rich from molluscs. Finally, 
there is, according to the documentation report, the turf of sand mixture mould.  
Conclusions the author draw from the picture in Fig. 24 is that the fluvial sand once covered 
the grooves and thus are later than the grooves. That is because of an investigation the author 
performed at another grinding stone on the site, see section 5.3.2. The author thinks it unlikely 
that the fluvial sand did never cover those two stones. The fluvial sand in the picture shows no 
sign to be close to a steep slope adjacent to the grinding stone, meaning that the layer reached 
a lot farther out. A steep slope would be necessary to leave the surface of the stone and the 
grooves free and could not arise in the sand depositing process.  
However, in a later period, flushing water in the river eroded the fluvial sand above those two 
stones. When the grooves lost the cover of sand, new deposits could take place. This time it 
consisted of fluvial turf. 
The documentation report states: 
Geological examination showed deposits of a layer with turf, including organic material on 
the stones. Three 14C-analysis from the layer gave the following ages as results:  

• Organic material from the bottom of the layer gave 1365±90 BP. or 585±90 CE. 
• Piece of wood in the central part of the layer gave 875±75 BP. or 1,075 CE. 
• Charcoal in the central part of the layer gave 895±140 BP. or 1,055±140 CE. 

The datings indicate the youngest possible age for the grooves because the layer was on top of 
one of the grinding grooves.  
However, the researcher concluded that it could be redeposition of the layer from somewhere 

 
Fig. 25.  The deposited layer of organic material on 
top of the grinding groove stone. Photo from the 
documentation report (FIIA: I 114). 
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else. The dating of the organic material at the bottom of the layer was then irrelevant. Thus 
only the piece of wood and the charcoal could be considered for the 14C-dating. That gave the 
latest possible age for the creation of grinding grooves, although they could be much older. 
The report excluded the oldest of the datings for some reason.  
Since the lowest level for Gotlandic grinding grooves above the Baltic Sea is only a few 
meters, see Table 3 in section 3.2, the dating of them is crucial for the dating of the shore 
displacements. 
However, there are some possible Neolithic finds in low positions. Measured with the height 
data from the GIS-map, there is a stone axe (Lärbro 524:1), 4.3 m elevation above sea level. 
Flint scraper  (Lärbro 523:1), 4.6 m elevation, stone axe (Hangvar 56:1), 3.5 m elevation and 
a possible Neolithic site (Othem 93:2), 5.9 m elevation. 

5.3.2. The author's excavation 
In April 2019 the author and 
other master students under 
the supervision of PhD Paul 
Wallin at Campus Gotland, 
Uppsala University, 
undertook an archaeological 
excavation in Hörsne parish 
on the island of Gotland. At 
Dibjärs is a stream or a little 
river, called Hörsneån, at its 
outflow in the former mire 
Linamyr. A little hill, 
supposed to be a former 
stronghold was the main 
target for the excavation. 
The three weeks of 
excavation uncovered many 
test pits on and around the 
hill. According to oral 
information by  Wallin, the 
findings belonged to the 
Neolithic, the Bronze Age 
and the Medieval, but no 
finding was belonging to the 
Iron Age. The excavation site 
at Dibjärs is on the map 
in Fig. 26. 
 A GIS-program produced the 
iso level lines. The program 
uses data from LIDAR-
scanning of the ground by 
aircraft. The equidistance 
between the height level 
isolines is 0.2 m. The map 
supplemented with GPS-
measurements performed 
during the excavation. The 
river is visible running from left to right. The mire Linamyr and the outflow are to the right. 

 
Fig. 26. The excavation site at Dibjärs. The river Hörsneån is floating 
from left to right. 0.2 m between isolines, author's excavation to the left at 
the riverbank. North is up. 
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The hill where most excavations took place is to the right, and the river makes a bend around 
it. The digits close to the points on the map are the height above sea level measured with the 
GPS. The author did not participate in the excavation at the hill but had his project next to it. 
The author is studying the grinding grooves, and because there is that kind of stones at the 
site, the author could join and make his excavation at a grinding groove stone.  
On the map in Fig. 26 are also nine grinding groove stones. The digits close to them 
represents how many grooves there are in them. The excavation performed by the author is at 
the left on the southern riverbank close to the river at the stone, (Hörsne 9:6) also called 
Dibjärs VI, with three grooves, and marked with the digit (3). There are five more grinding 
groove stones nearby, all uplifted from the river while dredging. They are marked 
(12),(2),(3),(3) and (3), indicating how many grooves there are in them. On the Northern 
riverbank are three more stones marked with (1),(2) and (1) depending on the number of 
grooves. As mentioned above in section 5.4.1, two of the stones on the Northern riverbank 
discovered in 1985 when there was a very high water level in the stream. Meltwater from that 
year's heavy snowfall flushed and eroded the riverbank.  

As mentioned the excavation was close to 
the stone Dibjärs VI on the river's south 
bank. It has three grinding grooves, is 
situated at the shore of the stream 
Hörsneån and close to the hill at the outlet 
in Linamyr. The water in the river, or 
stream, is in contact with the stone on one 
side and turf did partly cover it before the 
excavation. The trench excavated by the 
author is on the map in Fig. 27. The GIS-
map in Fig. 27 contains data from the 
LIDAR-scanning supplemented with GPS-
measurements performed during the 
excavation. The map shows the outlines of 
the trench and the grinding groove stone. 
The symbol for grinding grooves is on the 
stone with the digit showing the number of 
grooves, here (3). Other points show the 
height above sea level of the bottom of the 
trench at different stages of the excavation, 
including the top of trench and stone. 
The first excavated square meter has three 
measurements, 13.082 m and 13.025 m 
after removing the turf and 12.792 m  after 
removing a layer with deposits from 
dredging the river. (The GPS raw data 
rounded to three decimals.) The digging 
continued with four more squares, 1 m x 1 
m each. The second excavated square has 

one measurement, 12.185 m, at the bottom after finishing the digging. 
A third dug square meter continued the trench towards the North and the water. A fourth dug 
square west of the third square uncovered most of the stone. The top measure of the turf on 
the land side of the stone is 13.305 m above sea level. The shore rose in a steep slope on the 
side of the stone away from the river. GPS-measurement of the highest point on the stone 
gave the result 12.508 m above sea level. 
Fig 28 shows the situation when the trench reached the water and uncovered about half of the 
eastern part of the grinding groove stone. The digging continued with one more square meter 

 
Fig. 27. The figure shows the excavated trench in 
violet and the grinding stone in green. It is a close-up 
view of the map in Fig. 26. 
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to the west and along the shore to uncover most of the stone, Fig. 29. 

Under the turf was sand. Repeated floodings deposited the sand, fluvial sand, leaving lighter 
and darker layers that are easily distinguished. Darker stripes are vegetation horizons, Fig. 30. 
Since there was a slope at the river bank leaving the stone not covered, the sand deposits also 
made a slope at the stone. Possibly because of floodings, water has eroded the sand close to 
the stone, leaving a slope around it, Fig. 29. 

The turf was some 20 cm 
thick and under it were, as 
mentioned, mixed lighter 
and somewhat darker layers 
of deposited sand. At 
12.285 m above sea level, 
there was a definite shift in 
the layers that implied a 
new context, a more greyish 
layer. However, it turned 
out to be only a few cms 
thick. Under that layer was 
fluvial sand, the same kind 
as there were above it. 
That level is likely the 
ground level covered with 
grass when the grindings of 
the grooves in the stone 
took place. Because there 

was just a thin and different looking layer, it must be something else and likely composed of 
material from the grindings of the stone and thus part of the stone itself or rock flour.  
In Fig. 31– 33 are photos from a microscope comparing the greyish layer (stone powder), 
material pecked from the stone and the fluvial sand. The greyish layer has many dark crystals 
like the material pecked from the stone, while the fluvial sand looks quite different. While 
digging the greyish layer, the author noticed something green, although tiny,  and 
remembered the stone look greenish from green crystals. In Fig. 34 is a green crystal sampled 
from the greyish layer supposed to be stone powder from the grinding process of the stone. In 
Fig. 35 is a green crystal sampled from the material pecked from the stone. 

 
Fig. 28. Part of the grinding groove stone uncovered. 
(Hörsne 9:6) or Dibjärs VI. 

 
Fig. 29. The turf removed, the stone at right. 

 
Fig. 30. Lighter and darker bands visible in the layers of fluvial sand. 
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The photos in Fig. 31–33 and Fig. 34–35 will prove that the greyish layer is composed of 
material originating from the grinding process of the stone, and mixed in with fluvial sand. 

There were two finds higher up in the trench: a piece of wood 9.5x2x1.3 cm, referred to as Id-
nr 167, at the level 12.492 m and a piece of processed wood 10.5x1.5x0.9 cm, Id-nr 169 at the 
level 12.474 m. Then at the same level as the stone powder was a piece of wood, 

 
Fig. 31. The grey layer, stone powder from the 
grinding process of the stone. The scale is 1 mm 
between the lines. 

 
Fig. 32. Material pecked from the grinding groove 
stone. The scale is 1 mm between the lines. 

 
Fig. 33. The fluvial sand, sand deposited during 
floodings. The scale is 1 mm between the lines. 
 

 
Fig. 35. Green crystal pecked from the grinding 
stone. The scale is 1 mm between the lines. 

 
Fig. 34. Green crystal picked up from the grey 
layer. The scale is 1 mm between the lines. 

 
Fig. 36. Pieces of wood found at far-right in the 
picture and the stone powder at left 
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23.5x15.2x6.2 cm and the weight 2070 g, Id-nr 211. The stone powder from the grinding 
stone covered the area close to Id-nr 211 on the east side.  The greyish layer believed to be 
stone powder from the grinding process was not thick. Under that layer was the same sort of 
deposited sand (fluvial sand) as above.  The fluvial sand was also under the find  Id-nr 211, 
Fig. 37. 

A GPS-measurement at the bottom of the 
hole made by the piece of wood, Id-nr 
211, gave the result 12.268 m above sea 
level. The water deposited sand or fluvial 
sand is still wet and has remained so since 
the beginning. That is the reason why the 
sand did preserve pieces of wood. Also, 
those two pieces of wood higher up 
experienced a wet environment and 
preserved as well. 
There are well visible layers of fluvial 
sand above the layer of stone powder, and 
using the stratigraphic method, the time 
sequence is complete. How long time has 
passed depends on the timings of 

floodings and of how much sand that deposits. The river must have been at some distance 
from the stone when the grindings took place; otherwise, the water would more easily flush 
away the stone flour from the grinding before it became covered with more sand.  
During flooding, there is fast-moving water in the riverbed, but calm moving water in the 
flooded areas at some distance. The water can more easily deposit the sand moving with it 
then. The material, stone powder, from grinding will likely fall at the end of the groove. 

The stone in question narrows and 
gets lower in the west end, the 
direction opposite where the 
streaming water flows, Fig. 38. The 
stone's peculiar form helps the 
deposits of stone powder from at 
least some of the grooves to collect 
at the inner side of the stone. Water, 
slowly flushing, at some flooding, 
not long after the grinding took 
place, spread the material to the side 
of the stone. The grinding stone is 
lower and narrower at the west end. 
Most likely the area around the 
stone was covered with vegetation, 
i.e. grass. The material, rock flour 
from the grinding of the stone, was 

then covered in the turf and protected from flushing at later floodings. Undoubtedly the sand 
did cover all of the stone for a long time. The sand protected the layer with stone powder, and 
the stream much later did start to flush around the stone to partly eroding the deposited sand 
on the inner side of the stone leaving a slope on the inner side, see Fig. 29 above. However, 
did still leave the stone powder layer untouched. The river has moved by digging the riverbed 
to finally reach one side of the stone in more recent time, thereby undermining it and let it 
leaning some towards the water.  
However, in the west end, where the stone was not as high, there were stirred layers at the 
bottom. There was a find 24x15x11,5 cm, Id-233, looking like a not that old plank. It was 

 
Fig. 37. The hole under the piece of wood  (Id-nr 211) 
unfolding the fluvial sand under it. The cutting ladle 
marks the hole. 

 
Fig.38. The grinding stone is lower and narrower at the west end, 
left in the picture. 
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close to the grinding groove stone at land-side and stood on top of a smaller stone. A GPS-
measurement on top of that small stone yielded 12.124 m above sea level. A further 2 dm 
deepening in the western end of the excavated trench gave another find, 70x15x1,5 cm and Id-
nr 225. A GPS-measurement yielded 11.931 m above sea level.  
The layers of deposited sand untouched higher up in the riverbed but stirred in the vicinity of 
those two finds means a hole dug in recent time into the riverbank from the side and above the 
lower western part of the grinding groove stone, see Fig. 34 above. The bottom of the trench 

was under the water level in the stream 
outside the stone. The stone itself 
protected the trench from the water. 
However, the sand did let through water 
and filled slowly in water, so there was a 
need to drain it on the water quite often, 
see Fig. 39.  
The two excavated finds Id-nr 233, and 
Id-nr 225 were of the same kind looking 
like a plank cut from the outer part of 
the tree, like sapwood. In Id-nr 255 there 
was also a nail, probably from the 19:th 
century. There were stirred layers above 
Id-255 and cut through remnants of 
plants with a texture like a rug. A 
mystery arose because the innermost 

part of Id-nr 255 was beneath the undisturbed layer and the thick rug. However, someone 
pushed it there through a horizontal hole in the river bank at the grinding stone's low end. 
Probably the purpose was to anchor some stationary equipment for fishing or the like. The 
thick rug helped the piece of wood to slip under it. 
The big 2.070 kg piece of wood (Id-nr 211) found earlier did not seem to have any 
connections to the finds Id-nr 233 and Id-nr 225, although it was close to them. The stone 
powder which likely originates from the grinding of the stone was on the other side. The 
suspicion that it had a connection with the stone powder and thus being of the same age led to 
the decision to get a 14C test. Unfortunately, the age of that piece of wood was 168±27 years 
BP. So someone had put it there in the same way as the other two pieces. 
The stone powder layer and the layers above were untouched. The excavation profile at the 
stone's low end shows a disturbance. The burial of those a few hundred years old pieces of 
wood left a hole in the riverbank that later collapsed and left the leaning layers in the profile, 
see Fig. 39. 
Earlier archaeologists that were digging at grinding stones expected to find stone fragments 
from a manufacturing process. However, they found nothing but sand. The author found no 
stone fragments from a hypothetical manufacturing process either, but the stone powder 
probably originating from the grinding process. Moreover, some pieces of wood preserved by 
the wet conditions at the riverbank, however, turned out to be too young. Instead, the author 
noticed small fragments of seashells, i.e. organic material in connection with the stone powder 
and on the reasonable level when the grinding took place. 
Here is the result from 14C-dating of the seashells: Labnumber: Ua-67701, sample: PG4:4. 
δ13C‰ V-PDB: −2.7, 14C age BP: 7 708 ± 83  

Calibrated: BC 6694 - BC 6406 (95.1%)  

The 14C dating may be way too old. The seashells probably originated from a place upstreams 
where they accumulated about 6 500 BC. 

 
Fig.39. The layers were stirred in the western end, 
meaning a later digging. 
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5.4. Grinding grooves relation to water 

5.4.1. Relation to the lakes and the mires ancient cover of Gotland 
Gotland had a completely different appearance before the massive drainings of wetlands 
during the latter half of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. Only a few per 
cents of the wetlands remain.  
The study is focusing on the Gotlandic grinding grooves, where their location in the landscape 
is an essential factor. Then it is of great importance to know what extent the marshes/lakes 

had during earlier periods. The use of 
GIS meets the need because altitude 
data are covering Sweden's including 
Gotland's surface. These have been 
collected by laser scanning or 
LIDAR, Light Detection And 
Ranging, from aircraft.  By 
calculating the reflection point's 
three-dimensional coordinate uses 
the knowledge of the position of the 
laser and the direction of the beam. 
These altitude data is available for 
downloading from The Swedish 
National Land Survey. It is thus a 
raster file where each pixel covers an 
area of 2x2 m on the ground, given 
in height above sea level in meters, 
with an accuracy of about 10 cm. A 
mouse click on a pixel in the raster 
file in the GIS program will give the 
height value above sea level for the 
pixel. There are methods to use in the 
computer program to select 
depressions or heights in the terrain 
using the raster file that has the 
height information. 
The aim is to identify areas that have 
a lower altitude than the 
surroundings. This area was filled 
with water before the draining and 
consisted of lakes, marsh areas and 
swamps. Now attempts can be made 

to determine where the ancient water level was. What is crucial is the pass threshold of the 
river that makes up the outflow. Choosing the highest possible threshold height value before 
the draining of the swamp and assign a blue colour will make the impression of water 
(Gannholm 2017:35ff). 
The pass threshold at the old outlet has probably been lowered over the millennia through the 
river's digging, so a higher water level than what existed just before the draining of the mire is 
conceivable. The map of Gotland in Fig. 40 shows how it looked like before the drainings of 
the mires. The map is not complete. 
The map also includes the places for stones and grinding rock surfaces with grinding grooves 
(purple coloured circles). There is an even distribution of grinding grooves on Gotland. 
However, grinding grooves in the bedrock are mostly in the Northern parts of Gotland. None 

 
Fig. 40. A map of Gotland that shows how it looked like 
before the drainings of the mires. Grooves–purple circles, 
polished stones–blue circles, Stone Ages sites–red triangles. 
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at all in the southern quarter. The stones with only polished surface and no grooves, blue 
circles, are also in the map. Those are almost missing in the North but concentrated to the 
coastal regions in the southern parts of Gotland. The concentration of those stones to Southern 
Gotland is evident in Table 2 in section 3.2. 
There are also some Stone Age sites in the map (red triangles). The grinding grooves do not 
seem to be close to old settlements. However, according to the author's bachelor thesis, the 
grinding grooves better coincides with Neolithic sites than with Iron Age sites (Gannholm 
2017:32). However, grinding grooves and water seems to have a connection. 
Studies on-site reveals that many grinding grooves on stones or in bedrock are near the 
drained marshes. In Fardumeträsk, a lake, are stones with grinding grooves or polished 

surface out in the water. The author 
had to walk about 15 m into the water 
to photograph it (dangerous as it is 
easy to get stuck in the muddy 
bottom), see Fig. 5 in section 3.3.  
In 1918, the biology professor Rutger 
Sernander was there. Sernander knew 
that draining of the lake a few decades 
earlier lowered it an estimated 0.5 m, 
so Sernander concluded that the 
grindings of the stones took place 
during a period of a dry climate, 
which he indicated to the Subboreal 
(Sernander 1919:187). 
Many grinding grooves are in a short 
distance of water, as to be seen in the 
map of the reconstructed water-level 
of the former Martebomyr Fig. 41. 
The maps with the reconstructed 
water surfaces for different marshes 
show that a significant number are 
close to the old lakeshore. 
In a former bay in the Northeastern 
part of the now drained marsh 
Lausmyr, some grinding stones were 
below the level of the pass threshold 
and obviously in the water then. The 
same goes for at least one grinding 
groove stone in Ronemyr; another 
now drained marsh. The examples 

from the marshes Lausmyr and Ronemyr confirms Sernander's observation that the grindings 
took place during a dry period with a low water level in lakes. In situ or original site within 50 
m of now drained marshes are the number of grinding stones: Mästarmyr (7), Alvamyr (15), 
Ronemyr (7) and Martebomyr (20+2). Martebomyr has two sites with grinding grooves in 
bedrock within 50 m. 
What is the number of grinding groove stones or grinding groove rock surfaces within a 
certain distance from ancient lakes or marshes?  The database in the author's possession 
contains 1025 grinding groove stones or rock surfaces with grinding grooves. Two hundred 
sixty stones with grooves are not in place any more, moved to a private garden or a museum 
or somewhere else and their original position not known. 
Then there are (1025-260)=765 known original places for grinding grooves in stones or the 

 
Fig. 41. The former mire Martebomyr. Grooves–purple 
circles, polished stones–blue circles, Stone Ages sites–red 
triangles. 
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bedrock (A few more stones moved, but 
the original place is known). There are 
666 grinding groove stones, and 99 are 
grinding rock surfaces. Altogether those 
sites contain 2822 known grinding 
grooves. The grinding rock surfaces are 
of course in situ, and most of the grinding 
stones are in situ. Some grinding groove 
stones are displaced a little distance 
(indifferent in this study), but still in the 
vicinity, used as stonewalls at fields in the 

area. Other stones are now in gardens or at museums, but their first place is known. Comment: 
The number of grinding grooves may vary from that in Table 1 in section 2.1. 
The interior of Gotland stipulates by the author to be were grinding grooves never were in 
contact with the seashore;  depending on the shore displacement above eight m above sea 
level, although that is some arbitrary because of the uneven shore displacement. The number 
of known original sites for grinding groove stones or grinding rock surfaces in the interior of 
Gotland is then 450 out of 765 with a total number of 1857 out of 2822 grinding grooves, see 
Table 3 in section 3.2. above and see also section 5.4.2. below. 
According to the author's analysis, the number of grinding groove stones or grinding rock 
surfaces in the interior of Gotland and within 200 m from ancient lakes or marshes is 90 with 
a total number of 391 grinding grooves. The quantity of 391 grinding grooves out of 1857 is 
about 21 % (391/1857≈0.21). Twenty-one per cent of grinding grooves in the Gotland inland 
is within 200 m from a former lake or marsh, see Table 9. Arbitrary though, there likely are 
more lakes/marshes not yet identified. 

5.4.2. The relation between the grinding grooves and shoreline of the Baltic 
Those below eight m above sea level, amounting to 315 (765-450) known stones or grinding 
rock surfaces with a total of 965 (2822-1857) grinding grooves, could have been near the 
seashore during the grinding depending on possible scenarios for shore displacements, see 
Table 10 The subject previously discussed by the author (Gannholm 1993:30ff; Gannholm 
2017:22ff). Also, a 1992 discussion in Uppsala on the issue (Gannholm 1993:35). 

The lowest grinding grooves are crucial 
for the dating of the grinding groove 
complex. If the coastal shift had followed 
a steady course with a continually 
decreasing sea surface in relation with 
land, the lowest grinding stones would 
have set a later time limit for their use. 
However, measurements of shoreline 
displacement made in several places 

through 14C dating showed freshwater diatoms when lakes and wetlands were separated from 
the sea and transitioned to a freshwater stage, also showed temporarily reinvaded saltwater 
from the Baltic (Åse 1994: 84ff).  Beach offset curves measured in the Stockholm area and on 
Södertörn show that the land increase was interrupted several times by transgressions. An 
ancient archaeological remnant could belong to an earlier period, than supposed, if there has 
later been a transgression at the site. The shore displacements at Gotland has proven to be 
complicated. There are conflicting results for the ratio of shore displacement of ancient 
monuments. 
During the Ice Age, the weight of a kilometre thick ice pressed down the Eath's crust. In turn, 
the down pressed crust forced the magma beneath the continental plate to move outward from 
the centre of the ice. The ice-free area surrounding the ice became uplifted by the outward 

Table 9. Number of sites above 8 m and within 200 m of 
a former lake or marsh. 

 
Number of 

(sites) 
Number of 
(grooves) 

Grooves above 8 
m 450 1857 

Grooves<200 m 
from lake/marsh 90 391 

 

Table 10. Number of sites above respectively below 8 m 
levels. 

 
Number of 

(sites) 
Number of 
(grooves) 

Total 765 2822 
Above 8 m 450 1857 
Below 8 m 315 965 
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moving magma beneath. Under the ice was depression and outside the ice-barrier was 
elevated land. When the ice melted away, the down pressuring force disappeared, and the 
magma beneath began to move back and lifted land again. The until then elevated land 
surrounding the ice sunk back. The vertical movement of the crust is a slow process, faster at 
the beginning and then slowing down. The uplifting process is faster where the ice was thick, 
which was in the central parts of the ice, than at the outer regions. On Gotland, the vertical 
movement is higher in the North than in the south. About twenty thousand years ago, the ice 
was at maximum, and the sea level was 120 m below the sea level of today. 
The Gotland area did rise released from the ice, but sea level also rose from meltwater. At 
some occasions, the sea rose faster than land resulting in a transgression. During the Baltic's 
Littorina phase, there were some transgressions, resulting in dykes, sand and gravel thrown up 
at the highest reached sea level. After which the uplifting process was faster than the rising 
water of the Baltic again. 
Munthe made a map over Gotland with lines connecting points with the same height for the 
Littorina transgression-dykes. The levels are regressing from north-west to the south-east. At 
the Northern tip, Hallshuk, the level is almost 28 m and the southern tip the level is some 13 
m (Munthe1933:145). In reality, there are at least four consecutive Littorina transgression-
dykes. 
A diagram by Risberg et al. indicates that the highest Littorina transgression-dyke (L1) 
occurred about 7 000 years ago, see Fig. 47 in appendix 3. Since then Northern Gotland has 
risen twice the value compared to southern Gotland. There were transgression and regression 
of the sea depending on which was faster, the uplift of land or rising water. Archaeological 
excavations at Pitted Ware Culture settlements on Gotland has a noticed a transgression 
(Österholm 1989:10f), also compare work of Fairbridge (Fairbridge 1962:120).  
The uprise should be even although slowing down gradually, as the author understands it. 
However, there are observations that Gotland does not rise as a continuous plate, but as a few 
separate plates (oral information Risberg 2014). That must be due to some other tectonic 
process closer to the surface than the magma displacement beneath. Gotland is a limestone 
formation in the middle of a trough, the Baltic. Weakenings in some limestone layers, the 
author thinks, could cause them to collapse, leading to parts of the bedrock to sink a few 
metres compared to what it otherwise would have been. It seems that Northern Gotland could 
have sunk more than southern Gotland. 
Below eight m above sea level, or whatever the highest sea level during the grinding groove 
period was, changing shore displacement may have had some importance because of the 
circumstance that the grooves were once, or more than once, in the beach zone of the Baltic, 
the stones would become flushed by water. The author's scenario is that, according to the 
Risbergs et al. diagram (Risberg et al. 1991:35), after 5 000 BP there was a fast-rising of the 
land and simultaneously the water-level did sink, resulting in a fast shore displacement 
outwards. 
That was going on for a couple of hundred years. Until the water-level started to rise again, 
resulting in a new transgression of land and the Littorina transgression-dyke (L4) during the 
early Bronze age. Maybe there was a period during the Neolithic when rising water and rising 
land were equal, and the shore remained at the same level for a prolonged period. 
The shores on Gotland were probably on a higher level during the Bronze Age than the earlier 
period. Excavations at Gothemshammar and Uggarde, Rone parish, suggests higher water 
level (Wallin et al. 2011:8; Martinsson-Wallin et al. 2010:20). 
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5.4.3. Relation to rivers and streams  
The author's database contains 765 known 
original grinding groove sites (stones and 
rock surfaces) with a total of 2822 grinding 
grooves. A rough estimate finds there are 
186 stones or grinding rock surfaces with a 
total of 655 grinding grooves within 50 m 
from a stream or small river; today mostly 
ditches but surely small streams back in time. 
The quantity of 655 grinding grooves out of 
2822 is 23 % (655/2822≈0.23). Twenty-three 
per cent of the grinding grooves is within 50 
m of a river or stream, see Table 11. 

Below 8 m above sea level, hypothetically to be on former shores, are 101 grinding grooves 
sites with a total of 285 grooves and within 50 m from river or a stream. If as supposed, the 
seashore was close when grinding took place depending on the shore displacement it would 
mean those grooves were at a river mouth.  

According to section 5.5.2. there are 315 
grinding groove sites with a total of 965 
grinding grooves below eight m above sea 
level. The number 285 grinding grooves out of 
965 is 29,5 % (285/965≈29.5). Twenty-nine 
point five per cent of grinding grooves below 
eight m above sea level is within 50 m of a 
river or stream, see Table 12. Likely, many 
grinding groove sites situated below eight m 

above sea level and in the vicinity of rivers/streams were at river mouths during the time of 
their creation. 
Possibly other grinding groove sites below eight m were close to the seashore while in use. 
There are some grinding groove sites at river mouths at lakes/marshes, the river flowing out 
or in.  
At Hörsneåns outflow into the Linamyr is nine grinding groove stones with together thirty 
grooves. 
At the old outflow from Mästarmyr are four stones, eighteen grooves. 
At Utoje, Fleringe parish, at an outflow into a marsh are four stones, nine grooves. Utoje is 
what likely seems to be an overgrown marsh. As a consequence, there was not enough height 
difference in the GIS-map to identify it as a former lake. An only in-site observation could 
notice that it is a river mouth. There seems to be more of that kind, the author has noticed.  
There are some grinding groove sites at rivers/streams a few m above sea level, and likely the 
shore was close during the grinding process. Below is a list of grinding grove sites on low 
elevation and near river/streams and therefore probably at a river mouth when used. 
The number of stones/rocks and grooves are within parentheses. 

•  Place, Parish, stones(), grooves(). 
• Digrans, Sundre, stones (18), grooves(57). 
• Sallmunds, Hamra, stones(1), grooves(9). 
• Botraivs, Hamra, stones(1), grooves(4), 
• Sallmunds, Hama, stones(1), grooves(9). 
• Västlands, Vamlingbo, stones(13), grooves(33). 
• Österby, Fide, stones(1), grooves(5). 

Table 11. Number of sites within 50 m of a river or 
stream. 

 
Number of 
(sites) 

Number of 
(grooves) 

Total 765 2822 
Groves<50 m 
from 
river/stream 186 655 
 

Table 12. Number of sites below 8 m and within 
50 m of a river or stream. 

 
Number of 

(sites) 
Number of 
(grooves) 

Total below 8 m 315 965 
Groves<50 m 

from river/stream 101 285 
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• Lingsarve, Näs, stones(1), grooves(3). 
• Uggarde, Rone, stones(11), grooves(17). 
• Halor, Rone, stones(16), grooves(53).  
• Änggarde, Rone, stones(1), grooves(2). 
• Gullgarde, Rone, stones(5), grooves(15). 
• Häffinds, Burs, stones(9), grooves(27). 
• Ammunde, Burs, stones(3), grooves(3). 
• Rikvide, Silte, stones(1), grooves(5). 
• Hägsarve, Sproge, stones(5), grooves(13). 
• Kaupungs, Ardre, stones(1), grooves(3).  
• Vassmunds, Östergarn, stones(4), grooves(12). 
• Hamre, Östergarn, stones(1), grooves(3). 
• Välle, Fleringe, stones(7), grooves(23). 

The author concludes that river mouths are places where the people who made grinding 
grooves preferred to stay. There are more grinding groove sites at higher levels at some of 
those rivers/streams but still below the highest supposed water level of the Baltic during the 
grinding period, indicating river mouths as well. 
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6. Conclusions and summary  

6.1. Conclusions 
There are grinding grooves in different parts of the world. However, they seem to be unheard 
of in many countries. The age is often not known and is a subject of debate. The French ones 
regarded to be Neolithic. There is a significant variation in the appearance of grooves if 
compared. The length varies as do the width or depth for grooves in different parts of the 
world. The grooves in Southern Sweden differs from the Gotlandic ones in the curvature of 
the longitudinal section. The former has a more significant curvature. Sometimes they occur 
with other carvings in stones, like cup marks or other symbolic features. The purpose was not 
known, although some archaeologists suggested a kind of manufacturing process. Others 
suggested a religious or cultic use.  
It would be impossible for a man's hand to move the tool forth and back through the whole 
length of the groove and make an even rounded half-circle. The striations in the bottom prove 
the abrasive tool only had the freedom to move in the longitudinal direction, as fixed at a 
pendulum. In an experiment to smooth a stone axe, the parallel striations became by the 
grinding process entirely worn away. Each set must be formed by a single stroke, for they 
hardly ever cross one another (Chaplin 1961:149). 
Author's experiment in section 3.5 above is a possible solution to create grinding grooves.  
The circumstance that some grooves intersect nearby grooves, and thus make it hard to grind, 
make it likely that the direction of the grooves is the purpose. Otherwise, there is no reason to 
stop grinding in the first groove and then start grinding a difficultly new groove (Gannholm 
1993:14; Gannholm 2017:18).  See Fig. 51 in appendix 3. 
In summary, it likely is the grooves themselves that are the purpose, not manufacturing 
anything, but serving in a religious cult.  
In Skåne and some places in France and Belgium, there are places with grinding grooves on 
steep rock walls not suitable for practical work. The different appearances imply different 
technique used.  
The Gotlandic grinding grooves seem organised in a particular way. Their directions cluster in 
directions where the full moon rises or sets on the spring equinoctial day and winter solstitial 
day. That implies there is religion and cultic involved.  Observing the directions at the horizon 
where the Moon rises or sets on those particular days most likely started much earlier than the 
first grinding grooves. The people were undoubtedly already marking those directions with, 
for example, sticks of wood. According to Hodder's theory of entanglement, an activity is 
dependent on the fact that there are already certain conditions in place, 'things and things' 
(TT) and 'human and things' (HT) (Hodder 2016:2). When people had the skill of grinding 
and polishing in stones, someone got the idea to mark those directions in stone. 
The author thinks it is possible to date grinding grooves by 14C-dating. The excavation 
performed by the author took place at a grinding groove stone near a small river, where the 
river had deposited fluvial sand in an area around it. The layers of sand were not disturbed by 
later events such as flushing water. Therefore a layer with stone powder from the grinding 
itself remained undisturbed. The wet condition preserved organic material such as pieces of 
wood or maybe seed—two pieces of wood in the fluvial sand but too high up in the layers to 
be considered. 
Instead, the author by flushing in a bucket with water collected seashells from a sample of the 
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layer containing stone powder. The author managed to collect 46 mg of fragmented seashells. 
Unfortunately, the 14C date was unlikely high because the surface of the Baltic would be 
many meters above the place then. Maybe they originated from the river's intersection with an 
old beach embarkment and accumulation of seashells. The flushing river, snow-melting or 
just heavy rain, brought with it those old shells mixed with shells from a somewhat later 
period to give the combined date. 
The stratigraphic method remains. Because of the lands' uplift, Hörsneån developed to be a 
river, and the stratigraphical layers of fluvial sand started to build up. Then comparing the 
thickness of fluvial sand below the stone powder layer with the accumulation of fluvial sand 
above will be an age for the grinding. As mentioned above (see Chapter 5.3.2 page 45), a 
layer looked like remnants of plants with a texture like a rug. The author interprets the layer a 
few dm below the stone powder as remnants from the sea period. 
The ground level on the land side of the stone is ten dm above the stone powder layer. Two 
dm is turf, so eight dm of fluvial sand have accumulated since the grinding of the grooves 
took place. The accumulation of sand was likely slower with time because the floodings had 
to get higher and higher to deposit sand at the riverbank. At least 80 % of the "river period" 
has passed since the creation of the grooves. 
The PWC settlement Västerbjärs (Gothem 120:1) is on the outflow from the then lake Lina 
myr at the same level, 12 m, measured from the GIS-map. 
According to the author's interpretation, the creation of the grinding grooves took place during 
Neolithic. Compare to France, where they are considered Neolithic. 
It would be an urgent task in the future to date grinding grooves at a lower elevation above the 
sea for the understanding of seashore displacement. There could be a problem with stones on 
a low elevation been subject for transgressions. Flushing waves could have destroyed all 
remains. It would be valuable to undertake a careful search for grinding stones on low 
elevation situated at places where a former rising sea level would not be a problem. 

6.2. Summary 
The phenomenon called grinding grooves, Sw. slipskåror occur in different parts of the world, 
but not everywhere. In Scandinavia, apart from Gotland, only in Southern Sweden (Skåne and 
Halland). Maybe a few odd reports in other places. The author has measured grooves on 
Gotland, in Southern Sweden and France. The grinding grooves on the island of Gotland are 
long, half of a meter to over one meter while those in the latter two regions are somewhat 
shorter. The Gotlandic and the French grooves look quite similar, while those in Southern 
Sweden look different. The reason is the different curvature of the longitudinal section of the 
grooves. All grooves seem to have a circular bottom (or almost) in the length direction. It 
looks like a wheel or a pendulum involved in the creation process. 
The author invented a method to measure the 'radius' for grinding grooves, although not all 
grinding grooves may be exact semi-circles (see page 31 in section 5.1). However, 
measurements show that most are close to being. Possibly there could be some wobbling in 
the pendulum or wheel in the longitudinal direction disturbing the creation of an exact semi-
circle. 
To determine the radius, the author invented a method with the help of a metal bar and a 
calliper. The length of a chord in the circle and the perpendicular height for the chord defines 
the radius. It turns out that the radius for the grooves in Southern Sweden is between a half of 
a meter to one meter while the French and Gotlandic grooves are more straight than the 
previous. 
In France, there is also grindings in stones that are short and wide depressions, called bowls. 
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The ordinary grinding grooves in France are narrower than the Gotlandic and those in 
Southern Sweden. 
Gotlandic grinding stones often have polished surfaces. Moreover, some polished surfaces 
have a concave bottom and cover most of the upper surface of the stone with the grooves. On 
Gotland, there are also many stones with only a polished surface and no grooves, Sw. 
slipytestenar. 
The number of known grinding grooves on Gotland is between 3600 and 3700. The National 
Antiquities Office's (abbreviated raä) antiquities inventory list from the 1930s updated in the 
1970s suggests stones have disappeared. Counting those disappeared the number could be 
3900. There are about 800 grinding grooves in the Gotlandic bedrock, which is limestone. The 
rest of them are in stones from different sorts like granite, red granite, limestone, sandstone, 
red sandstone, diabase, gneiss, quartz. 
Gotlandic grooves are often not situated far from lakes, marshes or streams. Many are on the 
very shore and few even situated in positions under the water in some ancient lakes before the 
draining, implying a dry climate. The sea level in the Baltic has varied a lot, but it is not 
known how much during ‘the grinding groove period’. Many grinding groove sites not close 
to the seashore now could have been then. A preferred place seems to be river mouths. 
The author also measured the directions of grinding grooves on Gotland a total number of 
1253. About half of the number was in stones and the rest in the bedrock. A diagram of the 
grooves' directions shows clustered directions for the moon-rise or moon-set on special 
occasions like the day of the winter solstice and the spring equinox. The two groups in stone 
respective in the bedrock show the same. Statistical tests show a low probability for random 
coincidence (Gannholm 1993:10ff). 
In April 2019 the author performed an archaeological excavation at a grinding groove stone. 
The stone, in situ, is situated at a riverbank at the little river Hörsneån at Dibjärs, Hörsne 
parish, Gotland. The river was close to the stone on one side, but the brink rose on the land 
side to eight dm above the stone. Under the turf was darker and lighter layers of fluvial sand. 
Then there was a greyish looking layer that announced a new context because the material 
was different. Close examinations showed that it was composed of crystals from the stone, i.e. 
stone powder from the grinding process of making the grooves. The greyish layer was only a 
few cms thick and under where more fluvial sand. Twenty cms above the greyish layer were 
two pieces of wood preserved in the fluvial sand. 
At the western end of the trench, the lower end of the stone,  was a find, a piece of wood that 
weighed 2.070 kg and two pieces of wood (planks). As it turned out, they were put there 
probably during the 19th century through a dug horizontal hole in the river bank. The layers 
close to them were disturbed. 
Archaeologists who earlier have dug at grinding stones had expected to find stone fragments 
from a manufacturing process but did not find any, just sand. The author did not find anything 
but sand either, except pieces of wood preserved by the wet conditions at the river bank and 
the stone powder from the grinding process. There was also seashells in the layers. The author 
collected a sample from the layer with stone powder from the grinding process for 14C dating. 
Unfortunately, the sample contaminated with older shells gave an unlikely result. 
The stratigraphic method, however, gave Neolithic by comparing the thickness of fluvial sand 
below and above the stone powder layer. The French grooves are Neolithic–for example, 
there is the Neolithic cist, Dolmen de la Pierre Plate, which has grinding grooves on a rock 
slab applied upside down as the roof. 
In Africa, there is grinding grooves on flat rocky areas near water.  In Zimbabwe and Zambia 
are sites with grooves on loose rocks and open surfaces with 56, 197 or over 200 grinding 
grooves present. The grinding grooves are found not only on the relatively soft sandstone but 
on hard rocks: quartzite, granite, silicified sandstone (Derricourt 1986:27). 
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In Zambia, an author writes, there are several locations with groups of distinctive striated 
lenticular (canoe-shaped) grooves in hard rock. The common name of the phenomenon in the 
archaeological literature is 'grinding grooves'. There is no archaeological evidence for their 
date or purpose. Local communities do not know their origin. According to traditional 
explanations they are said to be the footprints of men who lived when the rock was still mud; 
to be where the elephant rubbed his penis; to be where blunt metal axe and hoe blades were 
once sharpened (an explanation which falls on trial); to be where royal wives ground their 
grain; to be incisions of God (Derricourt 1986:27). 
The explanation that they were used to grind stone axes in the Later Stone Age was 
contradicted by practical experiments to test this hypothesis, as it turned out to erode the 
striations in grooves. The main difficulty seems to be the presence of long parallel striations 
on the bottom and sides of all the grooves. Dr J. D. Clark illustrated the smoothing of a stone 
axe by rubbing it in such a groove with a sandy abrasive. However, the parallel striations 
became by the grinding process entirely worn away. Moreover, the groove became as smooth 
as the axe itself. The striations must be formed by a single stroke, for they hardly ever cross 
one another (Chaplin 1961:149) 
In Africa, there are rocks with pecked or drilled hemispherical hollows and rocks with 
ground-out grooves in at least 22 countries. The scientific community thought they are 
ordinary or mundane manufacturing tools and therefore, often ignored them. An author writes 
that the wear, shape, lack of associated waste from manufacturing or processing, context and 
arrangement or placement suggest otherwise for many. It seems that many have served as 
religious symbols or the sign of ritual activity, or perhaps included magical concepts in their 
use. Many appear to have served symbolic functions, and so they are collectively regarded as 
a form of rock art (Walker 2010:55f). 
Walker lists three kinds of cup marks and six different types of grooves. The most common 
grooves, called ‘ellipsoids’ are usually about 100 mm–150 mm long, 50 mm–70 mm wide and 
5 mm–20 mm deep. They are semicircular in cross-section and basin-like or canoe-shaped in 
longitudinal section. Significantly, about 95 per cent of ellipsoids lies in a broad North-south 
orientation (between 312 ̊ and 62 ̊), which hints at some ritual observances during the grinding 
(Walker 2010:61f). 
On the island of Bioko, the former Fernando Po, in the Gulf of Guinea is a large concentration 
of grinding grooves and mortars, Fig. 43–45 in appendix 3. These features mainly occur 
around the shores and particularly at the river mouths of the island (162:129).  
Grinding grooves in Australia are according to Dickson (1980) most commonly found in 
sandstone and are typically 25–50 cm long, 5–8 cm wide and 3–5 cm deep, with rounded 
cross-section.  Aboriginals say that their ancestors made the grinding grooves in the 
production of edge tools.  There are grooves in sandstone at places where the edge of a large 
slab drops abruptly to a lower level. One kind is not more than 25 cm long and 2.5–3 cm 
wide, with a deep V-shaped section.  
 There is also a natural phenomenon that is broad and shallow, with no definite shape. A low 
tree branch moving with the wind rubbing against the sandstone produces something that 
looks like a grinding groove. Grinding grooves in areas with sandstone are usually found in 
clusters from ten to several hundred, and often located at shallow rainwater pools or where 
water trickled over the stone. Major grinding sites tended to develop along creek beds. At 
Greenwattle Creek in New South Wales, there are at least 160 grooves within an area of two 
hundred square yards. At Somersby at Tiara Creek and near Bingara are also several hundred. 
There are known clusters of grooves in many other parts of Australia. Many grooves may 
have disappeared in various ways. The brittle sandstone makes it liable to erosion and also to 
spallation in the heat of bush fires and damage by human activities. It is impossible to 
determine the ages of exposed grinding grooves. There is no knowledge about how fast 
erosion has operated in the past at any particular site (Dickson 1980:157f). 
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Appendix 3: Extra pictures  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 42. The odd grinding stone  (När 38:1), Gotland. 

 
Fig. 43. Bioko (Fernando Po). They occur around the shores and 
particularly at the river mouths of the island (Kennedy1962:128). 
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Fig. 44. Bioko (Fernando Po). The round or oval hole is a stone mortar 
(Kennedy1962:128). 

 
Fig. 45. Grinding groove stone on the isand of Bioko (Fernando Po). 
(Kennedy1962:128). 
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Fig. 46. A cluster of grinding grooves in the Royal 
National Park, N.S.W. The grooves run into a 
shallow pool of rainwater. (Dickson 198:157)  
. 

 
Fig. 47. Sealevel variations in the Mälare-Södertörn area. The Littorina high stands L1–L4. 
(Risberg et al. 1991: 35). 
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Fig. 48. The groove created with the pendulum in 
Fig. 10 in section 3.5. 
 

 
Fig. 50. The far side of the stone is high and acting as a 
wall preventing the grinding tool from going all the way 
to the other side. Likely a pendulum moved the grinding 
tool back and forth.  
 Smiss I, Lye raä 72:1 
 

 
Fig. 49. Same stone as in fig. 11 in section 3.5. In a standard 
groove, the grinding tool began to bump, creating a plateau. 
It is visible to the right. Suderbys I, Vänge raä 43:1. 
 
 

 
Fig. 51. A groove intersecting a nearby groove is an 
indication that the direction is the purpose. 
Otherwise, there is no reason to stop grinding in the 
first groove and then start grinding a difficultly new 
groove. Halor II, Rone raä 52:1(2). 


